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Abstract 
It is known that every scalar-type spectral operator on a Hubert space 7-1 is 
similar to a multiplication operator on some L2 space. The purpose of the main 
theorem in Chapter 2 of this thesis is to show that every scalar-type spectral 
operator on an L1 space whose spectral measure has finite multiplicity is similar 
to a multiplication operator on the same 	space provided that some conditions 
are satisfied. Also, we give conditions that make every scalar-type spectral opera-
tor on L2(,Eq,i) similar to a multiplication operator on the same L2 (Q, EQ, u) 
space. 
In 1954, Dunford proved that a bounded operator T on a Banach space X is 
spectral if and only if it has a canonical decomposition T = S + Q, where S is a 
scalar-type operator and Q is a quasinilpotent operator which commutes with S. 
In Chapter 3, we prove that if T is a well-bounded operator on a Hubert space 
7-1 then it has the form T = A + Q, where A is a self-adjoint operator and Q is 
a quasinilpotent operator such that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. Then we prove 
that if T is a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 7-1 then it can be de-
composed as T = U(Q + I) where U is a unitary operator and Q is quasinilpotent 
such that UQ - QU is also quasinilpotent. In Chapter 4 we prove that if T is an 
AC-operator with discrete spectrum on 7-1 then it can likewise be decomposed as 
a sum of a normal operator N and a quasinilpotent Q such that NQ - QN is 
quasinilpotent. However, the converse of each of the last three theorems is not 
true in general. 
In the final chapter we introduce a new class of operators on a Hilbert space 
7-1 which is larger than the class of well-bounded operators on 7-1 and we call 
them operators with an AC2-functional calculus. Then we give an example of an 
operator with an AC2-functional calculus on L2([O, 1]) which can be decomposed 
as a sum of a self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent. We also discuss the 
possibility of decomposing every operator T with an AC2-functional calculus on 
7-1 into the sum of a self-adjoint operator A and a quasinilpotent operator Q such 
that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. 
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Introduction 
A bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is said to be a spec-
tral operator if there exists a spectral measure E() defined on the family of Borel 
sets EC of the complex plane C such that 
TE(a) = E(a)T, (a E c); 
a(TE(a)X) C , (a E 
where the spectral measure is a mapping E() c -f 8(X) such that 
E(ai fl a2) = E(ai )E(0'2), (al , a2 E 
E(Uian)x = 	=i E(a)x, (a E c, an fl am = 0 if n m, x E X); 
E(C) = I. 
Dunford [14] has shown that a spectral operator T can be decomposed as T = 
f AE(dA) + Q, where  Q is a quasinilpotent operator that commutes with the op-
erator f AE(dA). If Q = 0, then T = f AE(dA) is called a scalar-type spectral 
operator. 
A bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is said to be 
well-bounded if, for some compact interval J = [a, b], 
11 p(T) 	K{Ip(b)  I +var jp}, 
for some constant K and all polynomials p. Scalar-type spectral operators with 
real spectra satisfy similar inequalities with the varjp term omitted and hence 
are well-bounded. Here varjp = SUPp(J) En j=1 IP(tj) - p(t3 _1) I = fa" Ip'(t) Idt. 
In 1960, Smart [36] introduced well-bounded operators on a Banach space X 
as a natural analogue of self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space, and since then 
much work has been done to study these operators and to examine the rela-
tionship between well-bounded and scalar-type spectral operators on a Banach 
space X, and the effect of the geometry of the Banach space on this relation. 
Smart [36] and Ringrose [33] have shown that T is well-bounded on a reflexive 
Banach space X if and only if there is a family {E(A) : A E R} of projections 
on X such that, for some compact interval J = [a, b], 
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1 1 E(A) j j< K, A E R; 
E(A)E(p) = E(1i)E(A) = E(min{Aj}),AJL eR; 
lim,+ E(A)x = E(u)x, x E X; 
lim,- E(A) exists in the strong operator topology; 
E(A) = 0, A < a; E(A) = I, A > b; 
T = j', AdE(A), 
where the integral exists as a strong limit of Riemann sums. 
On a general Banach space, well-bounded operators which have such a spectral 
family representation are called well-bounded operators of type (B). Since any 
Hubert space 7-1 is reflexive, every well-bounded operator on a Hubert space 7-1 is 
of type (B). The well-bounded operators considered in this thesis act on Hilbert 
spaces and hence we shall only be concerned with well-bounded operators of 
type (B). 
This thesis is devoted to proving representation theorems for scalar-type spec-
tral operators on the classical Banach spaces LP and also decomposition theorems 
for well-bounded operators and related operators on Hilbert spaces. 
The spectral theorem for normal operators on 7-1 is stated in ([10], Theo-
rem IX.4.6) as follows. If N is a normal operator on 7-1, then there is a measure 
space (A, EA, ii) and a function W in L°°(A, EA, ii) such that N is unitarily equiva-
lent to the multiplication operator M,1  on L2(A, EA, ii). In Chapter 2 of this thesis 
we prove that if u is a Borel measure on a locally compact separable complete 
metric space Q and Qd  is the set of the supports of the atoms in Q and 
then T is a scalar-type spectral operator on L' (Q, EQ, i) with spectral measure of 
finite multiplicity N and card 11d =
EN  j card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity j}) 
and either E(o(T)) and 	are both zero or both nonzero if and only if there 
exists a bounded measurable essentially at most N-to-one function y 	-f C 
and an invertible 8: L' (p) - L'(i) such that T = S 1M1,S. Here a(T) is the 
continuous spectrum of T and by ([16], Corollary XV.8.3.4), a(T) 
where a(T) is the point spectrum of T. Also, we give conditions that make a 
scalar-type spectral operator on L2(, Eq , p) similar to a multiplication operator 
on the same L2(, EQ, /2). 
Suppose that T is a bounded operator on a Hilbert space 'N. Then T is said 
to be trigonometrically well-bounded if there is a well-bounded operator A on 7-1 
such that T = e. Trigonometrically well-bounded operators are a generalisation 
of unitary operators in the context of well-boundedness and were introduced by 
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Berkson and Gillespie in [6]. The concept was introduced originally for Banach 
space operators but we shall only consider here trigonometrically well-bounded 
operators on Hilbert space. An operator on a Hubert space (or indeed a re-
flexive Banach space) is trigonometrically well-bounded if and only if it has an 
AC(T)-functional calculus, where AC(T) is the algebra of absolutely continuous 
functions on the unit circle T. In [5], Berkson and Gillespie generalised the con-
cept of normal operators on Hilbert space in the context of well-boundedness by 
introducing the concept of AC-operators as those operators which possess a func-
tional calculus for the absolutely continuous functions on some rectangle in C. 
They showed that these operators can be characterised by having the unique ex-
pression T = A + iB where A and B are commuting well-bounded operators on 
7-1. (In fact, they established this for operators on a reflexive Banach space.) 
West [391  proved that a Riesz operator on a Hubert space 7-1 can be expressed 
as the sum of a compact operator and a quasinilpotent operator. In Chapter 3, we 
prove that any well-bounded operator T on a Hilbert space 7-1 can be expressed 
as the sum of a self-adjoint operator A and a quasinilpotent operator Q such 
that AQ - QA is also quasinilpotent. Then we prove that a trigonometrically 
well-bounded operator T on 7-1 can be decomposed as T = U(Q + I) where U is 
a unitary operator and Q is quasinilpotent and UQ - QU is also quasinilpotent. 
In Chapter 4 we prove that an AC-operator with discrete spectrum on 7-1 can 
be decomposed as a sum of a normal operator N and a quasinilpotent Q where 
NQ - QN is also quasinilpotent. On the other hand, it is well-known that on 
a Banach space X the sum of a compact operator K and a quasinilpotent op-
erator Q is a Riesz operator whether or not K and Q commute. We prove in 
Chapter 3 that on a Hilbert space 7-1 the sum of a self-adjoint operator A and 
a nonzero quasinilpotent operator Q is not well-bounded if A and Q commute. 
We also prove in Chapter 4 that on a Hubert space 7-1 the sum of a normal op-
erator N and a nonzero quasinilpotent operator Q is not an AC-operator if N 
and Q commute. In a similar fashion, we prove that if U is a unitary operator on 
a Hilbert space 71 and Q is a nonzero quasinilpotent such that UQ = QU then 
U(Q + I) is not a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on 7-1. 
In the final chapter, we introduce operators with an AC2-functional calculus 
on a Hilbert space 7-1 as a new class of operators on 7-1 larger than the class of well-
bounded operators. We give an example of an operator T with an AC2-functional 
calculus on L2([O, 1]) which can be decomposed as a sum of a self-adjoint operator 
and a quasinilpotent. We also discuss the difficulties in proving that every opera- 
tor with an AC2-functional calculus can be decomposed as a sum of a self-adjoint 
operator and a quasinilpotent. 
Much of our notation and terminology is standard and is therefore not in-
troduced in the text if the meaning is clear from the context. We have however 
included a list of some of the notation at the end of the thesis. We note also 
that the statements of many definitions and results are incomplete in the sense 
that certain blanket assumptions may apply to some of the symbols. These are 




1.1 Well-Bounded Operators and AC-Operators 
on 71 
In this section we collect the known items we shall need from the theory of 
well-bounded operators and AC-operators. As we are interested in well-bounded 
operators acting only on a Hubert space 7-1, we shall restrict the discussion to a 
Hubert space setting. 
Let J = [a, b] be a compact interval of the real line R. We denote by AC(J) the 
Banach algebra of absolutely continuous complex valued functions on J with the 
norm II f IIAc(J)= I f(b)I + varj f, and denote by AC(T) the Banach algebra of 
absolutely continuous complex valued functions on the unit circle T with the norm 
11 f I AC(T) = If (1) + varT f. Here varT  f = SUPp([o2]) 	if (ei) - f (e' _i) = 
f
27rf'(e")dt, where P([O, 2ir]) is the set of all partitions of [0, 2ir]. Let 7-1 be a 
Hubert space, and 13(7-1) the Banach algebra of bounded operators on 7-1. 
Definition 1.1.1 ([13], Definition 15.1). Let T E 8(7-1). We say that T is a 
well-bounded operator on 7-1 implemented by (K, J) if there are'a compact inter-
val J and a real constant K such that 
I p(T)  II K 11 P IIAcJ for all polynomials p on J. 	(1.1.1) 
As was mentioned in the introduction, when we say that T is a well-bounded 
operator on 7-1 it follows that T is well-bounded of type (B) and hence T has an 
integral representation with respect to a spectral family of projections. 
Lemma 1.1.1 ([13], Lemma 15.2). Let T be a well-bounded operator on 7-1 
with natural algebra homomorphism : p -* p(T) from P(J) into 13(7-1). Let K 
and J be chosen so that (1.1.1) is satisfied. Then has a unique extension to an 
algebra homomorphism (also denoted by) y : f —* f(T) from AC(J) into 8(7-1) 
such that 
on 
11 f(T) jj< K 11 f IAc(J) for all f E AC(J), 
if S E B(N) and ST = TS then Sf(T) = f(T)S for all f e AC(J). 
(Note that y is a norm continuous representation of AC(J) on fl such that y 
sends the identity map id to T and the constant function 1 to the identity operator 
I on H. In this event, W is called an AC(J)-functional calculus for T.) 
Definition 1.1.2 ([6], Definition 2.18). An operator T E B(H) is said to be 
trigonometrically well-bounded if there exists a well-bounded operator A on 
such that T = e. 
Theorem 1.1.1 ([7], Theorem 2.20). Let T e B(71). Then T is trigonomet-
rically well-bounded if and only if T has an AC(T)-functional calculus, i.e., if 
there exists a norm continuous homomorphism : AC(T) - 8(7) such that 
sends the identity map id to T and the constant function 1 to I. 
In Chapter 4 of this thesis we prove a decomposition theorem for operators of 
the form T = A + iB where A and B are commuting and well-bounded. In order 
to do this, we use the notions of bounded variation and absolute continuity of a 
function of two variables given in Cartesian form, defined in [5] and [4] as follows. 
Definition 1.1.3. Suppose that J = [a, b] and K = [c, d] are two fixed intervals 
in IR, and that A is a rectangular partition of J x K: 
a=so <si <<sn b,cto<ti< ... <tm d. 
For a function f: J x K —f C, define 
n m 
VA(f) = 	E If(s t3) — f(s, t_1) - f(s_1, t3) + f(s_i, t1)I. 
i=1 j=1 
The variation of f is defined to be 
varJK f = sup{VA(f) : A is a rectangular partition of J x K}. 
The function f is said to be of bounded variation on J x K if each of the numbers 
varjX Kf, varjf(.,d), varKf(b,.) 
is finite. 
Define 	on the set BV(J x K) of all functions f: J x K —* C of bounded 
variation as follows: 
hf Ill = If(b,d)l +varjf(.,d)+varKf(b,.)+varjxKf. 
Then U.ffl is a norm on BV(J x K) and BV(J x K) is a Banach algebra under 
this norm. 
Remark 1.1.1. If  is a C2 -function, then f E BV(J x K) and 
baf 	 d af 
	
Ifffl = f(b,d)+I I(sd)ds+f 	(b,t)dt+ 	
a2f 
a 	 c 	 JfJKô50t 
Definition 1.1.4. A function f : J x K —* C is said to be absolutely continuous 
if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
given e > 0, there exists S > 0 such that 
varR f <E 
RE1 
whenever R is a finite collection of non-overlapping subrectangles of J x K with 
RE7 m(R) <8, where m denotes Lebesgue measure on 
the marginal functions f(., d) and f(b,.) are absolutely continuous func-
tions on J and K respectively. 
Theorem 1.1.2 ([5], Theorem 4). The set AC(J x K) of all absolutely con-
tinuous functions f : J x K —* C is a Banach subalgebra of BV(J x K), and is 
the closure in BV(J x K) of the polynomials in two real variables on J x K. 
Theorem 1.1.3 ([51, Theorem 5). Let T € 8(7-1). Then T = A + iB, where 
A and B are commuting well-bounded operators on 7-1, if and only if T has an 
AC(J x K)-functional calculus, i.e., there exists a norm continuous algebra ho-
momorphism : AC(J x K) —* 8(7-1) such that (n + iv) = T. 
Here u, v E AC(J x K) are defined by u(s, t) = s and v(s, t) = t. 
Definition 1.1.5 ([5]). An operator  E 8(7-1) is called an AC-operator if it can 
be written uniquely as T = A + iB, where A and B are commuting well-bounded 
operators on H. 
Theorem 1.1.4 ([5], Lemma 4). Let A and B be commuting well-bounded op-
erators on 7-1 ,and let S e 8(7-1) commute with A + iB. Then S commutes with 
both A and B. 
Theorem 1.1.5 ([5], Corollary p.320). The class of trigonometrically well-
bounded operators is a subclass of the class of AC-operators. 
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1.2 Local Spectral Theory 
In this section we shall present the aspects of local spectral theory we shall need 
in the decomposition process in Chapters 3 and 4. Most of the definitions and 
theorems presented in this section are from [25] and [9] and they hold for any 
bounded linear operator T acting on any complex Banach space X. However, we 
prefer to state them in the Hilbert space setting as we only need them in this 
special case. 
Definition 1.2.1 ([25], Definition 1.2.9). An operator T e 8(N) is said to 
have the single-valued extension property, abbreviated SVEP, if, for every open 
set U c C, the only analytic solution f : U -* N of the equation (T—AI)f(A) = 0 
for all A e U is the zero function on U. 
Definition 1.2.2 ([25]). For an operator T E 8(N) having the SVEP, and for 
x e N, define the local resolvent set PT(x)  of T at the point x to be the set of 
elements a E C such that there exists an analytic function f : A —* f(A) defined 
in a neighbourhood Uc, of a, with values in N, which satisfies 
(T - AI)f(A) = x for all A E U. 
In particular, p(T) C PT(X)  for each x E N. The local spectrum aT(x) of T at x 
is then defined as 
0T(X) = C\pT(x). 
The local spectral subspaces of T are defined by 
XT(F) = {x E H: UT(x) C F} for all F C C. 
The subspaces XT(F) defined above are T-hyperinvariant subspaces of N in 
the sense that they are invariant under any operator that commutes with T. 
Also, the analytic solutions occurring in the definition of the local resolvent set 
above are unique for all x e N if T has the SVEP, and in this case, they define 
an analytic function f on all of pr(x), which is the maximal analytic extension 
of (T - AI)-'x from p(T) to pT(x). 
Theorem 1.2.1 ([9], Proposition 1.1.2). Let  e 8(N) be an operator having 
the SVEP. Then 
F1 C F2 implies XT(Fl)  C XT(F2), 
XT(F) is a linear subspace (not necessarily closed) of N, 
crT(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0, 
UT(Ax) C crT(x) for every A e 8(N) with AT = TA, 
a(f(A)) = aT(x) for every x E N and A E pT(x). 
Theorem 1.2.2 ([25], Proposition 1.2.20). Suppose that the operator  e 8(7-1) 
has the SVEP, and that F C C is a closed set for which the space XT (F) is closed. 
Then 
o-(TjXT (F)) C Ffla(T). 
Moreover, the operator T/X(F) induced by T on the quotient space 7- /XT(F) 
has the SVEP, and the identity oT(x) = UTIxT (F)(x) holds for all x e XT (F). 
Definition 1.2.3 ([25], Definition 1.1.1). An operator  e 8(7-1) is called de-
composable if for every open cover {U, V} of o(T), there exist T-invariant closed 
linear subspaces Y and Z of 7-1 for which 
cr(TIY) C U, a(TZ) C 1/, and 7-1 = Y + Z. 
If T e 8(7-1) is a decomposable operator, then for any closed subset F of C 
the local spectral subspace XT(F) is closed ([25], Theorems 1.2.7 and 1.2.19). 
Definition 1.2.4 ([9], Definition 3.1.1). Let Q be a set in the complex plane. 
An algebra A of C-valued functions defined on 1 is called normal if for every 
open finite covering {G} 1 of Q there exist functions f2 e A such that 
f(c) C [0,1],(1 < i < n),  
supp(f) C C, (1 < i < n), where supp(f2 ) = { A (z-  Q : f2 (A) 
>1f=1  on Q. 
Definition 1.2.5 ([9], Definition 3.5.1). An algebra A of C-valued functions 
defined on 1 C C is called topologically admissible if 
id e A and 1 E A, where id is the identity function id(A) = A and 1 is the 
constant function 1, 
A is normal, 
A is endowed with a locally convex topology T such that if {f}1 C A is a 
Cauchy sequence in r and f(A) -* 0 for every A E Il, then f -* 0 in r, 
for every f E A and every e supp(f), the function 
0 for AE1fl{e} 
belongs to A, and the mapping —* f of C\ supp(f) into A is continuous. 
In the light of ([9], Definitions 3.1.3, 3.1.18 and 3.5.3 and Theorem 3.5.4), we 
make the following definition. 
Definition 1.2.6. Let A be a topologically admissible algebra. An operator 
T e 8(7-1) is called A-scalar if there exists a continuous algebra homomorphism 
çü : A --4 B(H)  such that (1) = I and ço(id) = T. 
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In particular then, using ([9], Theorem 3.5.4), every A-scalar operator in the 
sense of the previous definition is .A-scalar in the sense of ([9], Definition 3.1.18). 
Theorem 1.2.3 ([9], Theorems 3.1.10 and 3.1.19). Every A-scalar operator 
on 7-1 is decomposable and has the SVEP. 
Remark 1.2.1. By ([19], Corollary 4.5), the algebras AC(J), AC(T), AC(J x K) 
are topologically admissible algebras. Hence well-bounded operators, trigonomet-
rically well-bounded operators and AC-operators are AC(J), AC(T), AC(J x K)-
scalar operators respectively, and therefore they are decomposable and have the 
SVEP, and hence their local spectral subspaces are closed. 
We shall also use the following theorems in the proof of our results in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 in the particular cases when the A-scalar operator is a well-bounded 
operator, a trigonometrically well-bounded operator or an AC-operator. 
Theorem 1.2.4 ([9], Proposition 3.1.12). Suppose that T e 8(7-1) is an A-
scalar operator and : A —* 8(7-1) is its algebra homomorphism defined by (f) = 
f(T) for all f e A and let x E H. If crT(x) fl supp(f) = 0 for some f E A, then 
f(T)x=O. 
Theorem 1.2.5 ([9], Proposition 3.3.10 and Corollary 3.3.12). Suppose 
that T e 8(7-1) is an A-scalar operator, is its algebra homomorphism, and Y 
is a closed linear subspace of 7-1 which is invariant under T and invariant under 
the range of ço. Then the operator TIY  and the induced operator S = T/Y on the 
quotient space 7-1/Y are also A-scalar operators. 
Theorem 1.2.6 ([25], Proposition 1.2.22). Let T e 8(7-1) be a decomposable 
operator on '1-1, and let F C C be closed. Then the induced operator S = T/XT (F) 
on the quotient space Y = 7-1/XT(F) satisfies 
a(S) c a(T)\F. 
Moreover, the local spectral subspaces of S are given by Ys(E) = QXT (E) for 
all closed sets E C C that contain F, where Q : R —* Y denotes the canonical 
quotient mapping. 
Theorem 1.2.7 ([13], Proposition 1.34). Let Y be a closed subspace of H. 
Then there is a linear isometry U 7-(/Y —* Y' which is given by 
U(x + Y) = Px for all x e 7-1, 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto Y'. 
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1.3 Normed Köthe Spaces and L° Spaces 
In this section we shall summarise briefly some notions and results needed in 
Chapter 2. Throughout, let B be a a-complete Boolean algebra of projections on 
a Banach space X with uniform bound M for the norms of the projections in B. 
Regarding B as the range of a spectral measure E(.) defined on the family EA  of 
Borel sets of its Stone space A, Bade ([2], Theorem 3.1) has shown that for each fo 
in X, there exists a linear functional f in X*  such that the measure (E(.)f0, f) 
is positive, and the countably additive vector valued measure E(.)f is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the scalar measure v(.) = (E(•)f0, fe). In [16] it is 
shown that for every bounded Borel function , the integral T. = fA (A)E(dA) 
exists in the uniform operator topology and satisfies 
11 T 11< 4Msup{o(A)I : A E A}. 
If X contains an element e with the property that 
X = clm{E(.)e : E(.) e 
then X is called a cyclic Banach space with a cyclic vector e. In this case, we 
also say that the spectral measure E(.) has a cyclic vector e. Here we denote by 
cim S the closed linear span of the set S, where S C X. 
Definition 1.3.1 ([21]). If (A, EA,  v) is a measure space, M is the set of 
[0, oo]-valued measurable functions defined on A, and Al is the set of v-null sets, 
then a function p : 	-* [0, 00] is called a function norm on (A, EA,  v) if it 
satisfies the following: 
p(f + g) < p(f) + p(g), 
p(af) = ap(f), 
p(f) 	p(g) if f < g a.e., 
p(f) = 0 if and only if f = 0 a.e., 
for all f, g e M and all a e [0, oc], where we adopt the convention that O.00 = 0. 
Given such a function norm p, let £ = If e M : p(f) <oo} and L(v) = 
L/Al. Then p induces a norm on L(v) defined by p(f) = (If I) and L(v) is 
called a normed Kôthe space based on (A, EA, ii). 
We sometimes refer to L as a normed Kôthe space and suppress v in the notation. 
We shall not give more details about the theory of normed Köthe spaces in 
general; we only need to depend on a representation theorem due to Gillespie 
([21], Theorem 3.4) and an isomorphic characterisation theorem of L proved by 
Tzafriri ([38], Proposition 6) to prove our first result (Theorem 2.1.1). 
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The following result follows immediately from ([21], Theorem 3.4) and ([401, 
Theorem 2, p.485). 
Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose that X is a reflexive cyclic Banach space with a cyclic 
vector fo,  and let v be the measure defined at the start of this section on A by 
v(.) = (E(.)f0, f) where f is a Bade functional for fo,  and define 
	
p: 	—* [0, oo] by p(f) = supfil Tf0 : yE LOO,  y 	f}, 
where M+  is the set of [0, oo]-valued measurable functions defined on A and £°° 
is the set of bounded measurable functions defined on A. Then p is a function 
norm on (A, EA,  v), and there exists a bicontinuous linear isomorphism U of X 
onto L(v) such that 
T, = U'MWU for all y E £°°, and Uf0  = 1. 
In particular, E(a) = U 1MU for all a E EA. 
We shall make use of ([38], Proposition 6). Stated in the special case we need, 
it is as follows. 
Theorem 1.3.2. Let 1 < p < oo. Then a normed Kôthe space L(ii) is isomor-
phic to LP(v), and the isomorphism from L(v) onto LP(ii)  leaves all characteristic 
functions invariant, provided that for each sequence of disjoint nonzero elements 
gn e L(v), the basis {gn/p(g)}  is equivalent to the natural basis of PY, i.e., there 
exist constants A and B, independent of {gn},  such that 
Ap (





anfl /P(9n)) 	(1.3.1) 
for all an  E C and all N E N. 
If x({c}, {gn})  and y({ an }, {g}) are non-negative real valued functions, 
where {a} is a sequence of scalars and {gn}  is a sequence in some Banach space, 
then we shall write x({o}, {gn}) r y({c}, {g}) if there exist positive constants 
A and B, independent of {gn},  such that Ax({o},{g}) 	y({a7 },{9}) 
Bx({a}, {gn})  for all {o}, and we shall use this in the proof of our first result 
(Theorem 2.1.1). In particular, (1.3.1) will be written as follows: 
P ( 
N 
 annIP(n)) ( N ani) 
Also, in the proof of our first result (Theorem 2.1.1) we shall need the following 
part of ([37], Lemma 1) which was stated for cyclic Banach spaces but which 
holds in any Banach space X. 
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Lemma 1.3.1:  For each x E X, define JxJ by 
= sup{ T,x y  e £°°, yj 1}. 
Then 	is a norm on X equivalent to the original norm 	, and 11 x 11< JxJ 
4MIIxM. 
Cyclic spaces were introduced by Bade [2] and [3] in connection with the mul-
tiplicity theory for spectral operators on Banach spaces. In what follows, we shall 
summarise some definitions and results concerning Boolean algebras of projections 
and their multiplicity theory which are mostly due to Bade [2] and [3]. Let B be 
a complete Boolean algebra of projections on a Banach space X throughout the 
definitions and results stated in this page. 
Definition 1.3.2 ([3]). The projection A{E E B : Ex = x} is called the carrier 
projection of x. The projection E € B will be said to satisfy the countable chain 
condition, or to be countably decomposable, if every family of disjoint projections 
in B bounded by E is at most countable. Let C be the set of all E E B satisfying 
this condition. The Boolean algebra B is called countably decomposable if B = C. 
We note that if C is the carrier projection of x and 0 F < C, then Fx 0. 
Lemma 1.3.2 ([3]). If .X is separable, then B is countably decomposable and 
every E E B is the carrier projection of a vector in X. 
Lemma 1.3.3 ([12], Lemma 1 and [16], p.1958). If T is a scalar-type spec-
tral operator on X with spectral measure E(.), then 
M(f0) = clm{E(a)fo : a e 
is separable, and if X is separable, then a(T) is countable. 
Definition 1.3.3 ([3]). A multiplicity function is a function m from B to the 
cardinal numbers such that m(0) = 0, and m(VEa ) = Vam(E) and if E E B 
is countably decomposable then m(E) is the smallest number of cyclic subspaces 
whose closed span equals the range of E. We say that E e B has uniform multi-
plicity n if m(F) = n whenever 0 F < E. 
Theorem 1.3.3 ([3], Theorem 2.3). Let m be a multiplicity function on B. 
Then there is a unique family {E} of disjoint elements in B, for n running over 
the cardinals < m(I), such that 
I = vE, 
if E 	0, then E has uniform multiplicity n. 
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Two Banach spaces X and Y are called isomorphic if there is an invertible 
operator from X onto Y. The distance coefficient d(X, Y) of two isomorphic 
Banach spaces is defined by inf (I I T I I I I T' ) where the inf is taken over all 
invertible operators T from X onto Y. 
The following definition is due to Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski [26] and introduces 
a new class of Banach spaces L which is larger than the class of LP spaces. 
Definition 1.3.4 ([27]). Let 1 <p < oo and 1 < A < 00. A Banach space X is 
said to be an L,A space if for every finite dimensional subspace B of X there is 
a finite dimensional subspace C of X such that C D B and d(C, £) < A where 
n = dim C. 
A Banach space is said to be an L space, 1 < p < 00, if it is an L,,\ space for 
some A < 00. 
Theorem 1.3.4 ([27], Theorem 3.2). Every complemented subspace of an L' (p) 
space is an C1 space. 
Throughout the rest of this section, let X be a complemented subspace of an 
L1 space, and B a complete Boolean algebra of projections on X. Regard B as 
the range of a spectral measure E(.) defined on the Borel sets EA of a compact 
Hausdorif topological space A. 
The following theorem is a result of Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski ([261, Corol-
lary 8 of Theorem 6.1), but we need it in the following form. 
Theorem 1.3.5 ([32], Theorem 2). There exists a constant M1 such that for 
every finite family of disjoint projections Ek e B on X, (k = 1, 2....., N) 
11 Ekx lk< M (Ek)x 11 for all  E X. 
Theorem 1.3.6 ([32], Theorems 7 and 10). Every cyclic subspace M(x) of 
X is complemented, and there exists a positive finite Borel measure v on A such 
that A4 (x) is isomorphic to L' (A, FIA,  v). 
Moreover, the image of the restriction of B to M (x) under this isomorphism is 
the Boolean algebra of projections consisting of multiplication by characteristic 
functions in L' (A, EA, ii). 
Corollary 1.3.1 ([32], Corollary 11). Assume that B is a countably decom-
posable Boolean algebra of projections on X having finite uniform multiplicity N. 
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Then there exist N vectors Xk e X, k = 1, 	, N, such that 
X=M(xi) ... M(xN). 
Furthermore, there is a positive finite Borel measure space (A', LA',  v) such that 
X is isomorphic to L' (A', LA',  v) and under this isomorphism every E E B corre-
sponds to a multiplication by a characteristic function in L' (A', LA', ii). Here 
A' = A1 U ....... UAN, Ak = A for k = 1,...,N and 	= 
vk(.) = (E(.)xk,x) with x* a Bade functional for Xk,  (k = 1.....,N). 
Finally, we shall state some definitions and isomorphism theorems from ([351, 
Chapter 15) required in the proofs of our results. 
Definition 1.3.5. Let (, En, p) be a finite measure space. If we consider the 
measure j on the cr-algebra A = Ec /p—null sets, that is, if we fail to distinguish 
between sets of Eç which differ by a set of ps-measure zero, then (A, bt) is called a 
measure algebra. The measure algebra (A, ) is called separable if A is separable 
in the metric on A defined by 
d(A, B) =11 XA - XB 1L1(p) 
Definition 1.3.6. A mapping F of a measure algebra (A, j) onto a measure al-
gebra (B, v) is called an isomorphism if 1(Ac) = [I(A)]c, I(U 1A) u 1 (A) 
and p(A) = v((D(A)) for all A, A2 e A. Here AC  denotes the complement of the 
set A. 
The following theorem, which classifies separable nonatomic measure algebras, 
is due to Caratheodory. 
Theorem 1.3.7 ([35], Chapter 15, Theorem 4). Let (A, ) be a separable 
nonatornic measure algebra induced by the measure space (Y, Ey, p) with (Y) = 1. 
Then there is an isomorphism 1 of (A, t) onto the measure algebra 
(Bm/mnull sets, m) induced by Lebesgue measure m on [0, 1] by equating sets 
which differ by sets of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Definition 1.3.7. A metric space Y is called topologically complete if it has an 
equivalent metric that makes it complete. 
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Theorem 1.3.8 ([35], Chapter 15, pA14). If Y is a complete metric space 
and C C Y is a G6 set, then C is topologically complete. 
Theorem 1.3.9 ([35], Chapter 15, Theorem 20). Let (Y, >y) and (Z, > z) 
be topologically complete separable measure spaces, where >y and E Z are the 
cr-algebras of Borel sets, and let M and Al be the families of sets of measure zero 
in >y and >.z.  If is an isomorphism of>y/M onto EZ IJV, then there are sets 
Y0 E M and Z0 E Al and a one-to-one mapping of Z\Z0 onto Y\Y0 such that 
, and i-  are measurable and (A) = 'b-'[A] modulo .Al. 
We conclude this section by stating complete isometric and isomorphic clas-
sifications of LP(1i) when JL is a finite measure and L() is separable. 
Theorem 1.3.10 ([24], Theorems 2.3 and 2.7). Suppose that t is a finite 
measure defined on (1, ç) and LP(p) is separable. Then 
(I) LP() is linearly isometric and order isomorphic to exactly one of the follow-
ing spaces: 
fPn if p  is purely atomic and the set of atoms is finite, 
£P  if u is purely atomic and the set of atoms is infinite, 
IY([O, 1]) if it is purely nonatomic, 
( 	L"([O, i])) if  is neither purely atomic nor purely nonatomic and the 
set of atoms is finite, 
(P  LP([0, i])) if i  is neither purely atomic nor purely nonatomic and the 
set of atoms is infinite. 
Here (P IY([0, 1])) denotes the Banach space of all elements ({x}, f) such 
that 11  ({x},f)  M= HI {x}  Up + II f IIP([0,1])] P <oc, with a similar meaning for 
( 	L"([O, 1])). 
(II) L(it)  is isomorphic to exactly one of the following spaces: 
fPn if LP(p) is finite dimensional, 
£ if it  is purely atomic and L(it)  is infinite dimensional, 
LP([O, 1]) if t is not purely atomic and LP(1i) is infinite dimensional. 
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Chapter 2 
Scalar-Type Spectral Operators 
on L? Spaces 
The purpose of this chapter is to study the structure of scalar-type spectral op-
erators on the classical Banach spaces LP(l, EQ , p) for 1 < p < oo and to prove 
some representation theorems for them. 
2.1 Scalar-Type Spectral Operators on Cyclic 
LP Spaces 
The first theorem of this section gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
reflexive cyclic Banach space X to be isomorphic to an L' space, which we shall 
use together with Theorem 1.3.6 to prove that on an LP space, 1 < p < oo, a 
scalar-type spectral operator whose spectral measure has a cyclic vector is similar 
to a multiplication operator on some LP space if and only if a certain condition 
is satisfied. Then we give an example of a spectral measure with a cyclic vector 
which does not satisfy this condition on LP for 1 < p < 00, p =A 2, and we use 
Theorem 1.3.5 to deduce that on an L' space every scalar-type spectral operator 
whose spectral measure has a cyclic vector is similar to a multiplication operator 
on some L' space. We also give some conditions which make every scalar-type 
spectral operator on an L' space, 1 <p < 00, similar to a multiplication operator 
on the same LP space. 
Condition (*). Let E(.) be a spectral measure defined on a measure space 
(A, EA) and acting on a Banach space X. We shall say that the spectral measure 
E(.) satisfies Condition (*) if there exists a constant K > 0 such that the 
inequalities 
N 	 N 
K;' 11 E E()f 	E(a)f li"x- < Kp 
n=1 	 n=1 
In 
hold for each f E X and for any disjoint sets o, a2,••• ,UN in EA with N E N. 
Using the notation given after Theorem 1.3.2, the previous inequalities will be 
written as follows: 
11 	E(a)f 	E(a)f Ii. 
We begin by showing that a reflexive cyclic Banach space X is isomorphic to 
an I)' space if and only if the associated spectral measure E(.) on X satisfies 
Condition (*) for the same p, and under this isomorphism the image of E(a)fo 
in X is X, in Li', where o E EA, and fo is the cyclic vector for X. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose that X is a reflexive cyclic Banach space with a cyclic 
vector fo for the spectral measure E(.) : EA — 13(X), and let 1 < p < oc. 
Then there exist a positive finite Borel measure i' on (A, A) and an isomorphism 
V : X —* L(v) such that E(a) = V 1MV for all a E EA if and only if the 
spectral measure E(.) satisfies Condition (*)P - 
Proof. Suppose that there exist a positive finite Borel measure v on (A, A) and 
an isomorphism V : X -* LP (v) such that E(a) = V'MV for all a E FIA 
Let o, a2,• ,aN be any disjoint sets in EA with N E N and let f E X. Then 
N 	 N 
ii E(a,)f ll- = 	 V 1MX V1 ll- 
n=1 	 n=1 
N 
	
ii V 1 	MX V1 II"pLP(v) 
n=1 
N 




=11v' lipJ iVffdv 
=11 V' II"1I M' 	 Vf 11LP(v) X(uN n) 
~ll ViIlpilVllpllV'M Vf ilx X(UN fl) 
=11 V' liil 	V IIPII E(U.1a)f ii 
N 
= K E(a)f lip , where K 	=11 V' llPll V li p 
n=1 
Similarly, we can show that 
N 	 N 
"p 
>E(an)f 	Kp> Ii E(a)f 11x 
n=1 	 n=1 
Hence E(.) satisfies Condition (*). 
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Conversely, suppose that the spectral measure E(.) satisfies Condition (*)P-
Then if {o}= 1  is any fixed sequence of disjoint elements in EA,  we have 
I 	E(a)f 	E(a)f 	for all f E X. 
In particular, taking f = 'ymE( m)f0, we get 
11 	7E(u)f0  II 	7E(a)f0 	. 
By Theorem 1.3.1, there exists a bicontinuous linear isomorphism U of X onto 
L(v), where v is the measure defined on A by v(.) = (E(.)f0, f) with  f a Bade 
functional for fo  defined at the start of section 1.3 and p is the function norm 
defined there as follows: 
p(f) = supJJJ Tf0  Mx: b E £°°, JJ <f}. 
Moreover, 
E(a)=U'MU for all uE A and Ufo =1. 
Thus X L(v). We want to prove that for each sequence of disjoint nonzero 
elements g E L(v) we have 
( 
p(c _gn p(g))) 	1: JanJ P 
n=1 
so that by Theorem 1.3.2, L(v) LP(v) and the isomorphism from L(v) onto 
LP(v) leaves all characteristic functions invariant. The proof will then be com-
plete. 
Let {gn}  E L(v) be any sequence of nonzero disjoint elements, i.e., g have 
disjoint supports un E EA. Then the functions fn = - y have disjoint supports 
o E EA and p(f) = 1. We have to show that 
NN 
anfn)) 	I ani' 
Suppose that fn = >Iri /3nmXamm, where o e E are pairwise disjoint. Then 
using the norms in Theorem 1.3.1 and Lemma 1.3.1, we have 
p(fn) = supJJJ T1,f0 lix: 0 E C°°, k'l :5  f} 
= sup{l T,ffo iIx ço E L°°, ki < 11 
= sup{ij TT1 f0  11x ço E 1:00  JWJ < 11 
= Tffoi. 
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Thus we have 
P (p(f)) 
= 
a-TfnfOI P  
HI >amTffo II PX 
anffn(A)E(dA)fo P 
an(/3nmE(anm)fo) Jj Px  
ii 	m 
—II 	ani3nmE(onm)fo Ic 
n ,m 
II ani3nrnE(anm)fo II Px  
n,m 
=la,.IP(E II BnmE(c7nm)foI c ) 
fl 	 m 
°nl° II 	/3nmE(nm)fo 
M 
= Ii jan IP II T1 f0 Jj Px 
iIOZnl plTfnfOl p  
= i 
1: janI p- 
Since the step functions are dense in L(v), the proof is now complete. 	El 
Notice that in the proof of the previous theorem, the proof of the necessity of 
Condition (*) holds in any Banach space X and is also valid when p = 1. 
A direct consequence of the previous theorem and Theorem 1.3.6 is the following. 
Corollary 2.1.1. Suppose that LP(), 1 < p < 00, is a cyclic Banach space 
with a cyclic vector fo  for the spectral measure E() : EA —* B(L1 i)). Then 
there exist a positive finite Borel measure v on (A, A)  and an isomorphism V 
LP(p) —* LP(v) such that E(a) = V'M aV for all ci E EA if and only if the 
spectral measure E() satisfies Condition (*). 
The next important result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
scalar-type spectral operator on an LP space, 1 < p < oo, whose spectral measure 
has a cyclic vector, to be similar to a multiplication operator on some LP space. 
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The result for p = 2 is well-known to be true ([101, Theorem IX.3.4 and [13], 
Theorem 8.3). 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let T be a scalar-type spectral operator on L(Q, EQ , p), where 
1 <p < oo, and suppose that the spectral measure E(.) of T has a cyclic vector f. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
The operator T is similar to a multiplication operator M,,1 on some L° space, 
where 0 is a bounded measurable essentially one-to-one function. 
The spectral measure E(.) satisfies Condition (*). 
Proof. If (i) holds, then (ii) can be proved in the same way as in the proof of the 
previous theorem, just replace Mx, by Mx _ l() . 
Suppose that (ii) holds, i.e., E(.) satisfies Condition (*). Then, by Corol-
lary 2.1.1, there exists an isomorphism U: LP (M) -p LP (v) such that Uf0 = 1 and 
E(a) = U 1MU for any Borel subset a of a(T) where v(.) = (E(.)f0, f) is de-
fined on (a(T), >(T)). Here f is a Bade functional for fo.  By Lemma 1.3.3, LP(I-t) 
is separable and a(T) is countable. Since o,, (T) = 0 by ([16], Corollary XV.8.3.4), 
we have A0 = a(T) = a(T)\a(T) is a Co-set.  Thus A0 is topologically complete 
by Theorem 1.3.8, and the measure E(.)E(A0)f0 is nonatomic. 
In the case E(A0)f0 54 0, we may assume that v(Ao) = (E(A0)f0, f) = 1, where 
ii = 	-' is the decomposition of ii into its continuous and discrete parts. 
Then by Theorem 1.3.7, there exists an isomorphism I of (EA,,/v,-null sets, zi) 
onto the measure algebra (Bm/mnull sets, m) induced by Lebesgue measure m 
on [0, 1]. Let EAO  denote the restriction of EA  to A0. Since (A0 , EA,,, zi) and 
([0, 1], 8m,  m) are topologically complete separable measure spaces, E& and '3m 
are their Borel sets, and I is an isomorphism ofEA./v,-null sets onto &/m -
null sets, we know that by Theorem 1.3.9 there exist X0 C Ao and Yo C [0, 1] 
such that v(X0) = 0 = m(Yo) and there exists a one-to-one onto point mapping 
[0, 1]\Y0 —p A0 \X0 such that /-' and 0C  I are measurable and (A) ='0C  '[A] 
and m( c(A)) = u(A) for all A E EA0 /v-null sets, i.e., m(a) 
for all a E 13m/mnu11 sets. Define ',l'd : F —* a(T) where F C N such that 
A, An  E a(T). Here a(T) = { 	: n E F}, the An  s are dis- 
tinct and F is either 0, finite or N. Define the measure md on F as follows: 
md({n}) = Z/d({.X}) = (E({A})f0, ffl. Let 
Oc 	on [0, 1]\Y0, 
jbd onF. 
Then 0 is a one-to-one point mapping of ([0, 1]\Y0) U F onto a(T)\Xo such that 
i/' and 'l' are measurable. 
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E N 
 Let f 
=1 aj  XAj
E LP (v), where Aj = aU{A (), . . . ,Au) . } C U(T) 
are disjoint, a cA0 = a(T) and {)), . . . ,)u .......} C a(T). Then 
N 
1 f 	= i Iajlv(j) 
j=1 
=+ Z/d({A(i).... })) 
= 	a(m('(a)) + md({i, . . . })) 
=11 f ° 
Here £,(F) is the weighted £ space corresponding to the weight w = {wk } on F 
given by Wk = (E({Ak })fo,f), i.e., £,(F) = L"(F, Er , ,u) with iz({'yk}) = Wk for 
each fk  E F. Thus, 11 f LP(i)= II f ° b IILr[0,1](r) for all f E L'(a(T), 	(T), v) 
such that f = 
EN 
1 ajXAj E 11(v) with Aj disjoint Borel subsets of a(T). Since 
the set of all such functions in LP(v) is dense in LP(v), we know that U0  : f —* fo 
can be extended by continuity to all of LP(v), and also this extension is an isom- 
etry from LP (v) onto LP [0, 1] ED fPw 	and V = Uo o U: L(p) —* LP [0, 11 
is an isomorphism such that VE(a)fo = X-'() for all Borel a C a(T). 
We want to prove that VTE(cr)fo = M,j,VE(a)fo for all Borel subsets a 
of a(T) so that T = V'M1,V because clm{E(a)fo : a e 	= L1'(p. 
Let c > 0 be given, and let {ai, o-2,. . . , aN} be any Borel partition of a(T) 
such that sup{A — A' : A, A' E a3} <c for 1 < 	N. Fix a e 
Since T = L(T) AE(dA), we have TE(a)fo =f(T) AE(dA)E(a)fo. Hence choosing 
A3 E a3 fl a we have 
N 	 N 
II TE(a)fo — A3E(a)E(a)fo  llLP() =I I (A — 	(A))E(dA)E(a)fo  MLP() j=1 	 j=1 





where M = sup{ E(a) II: a E Ea(T)I- 
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Thus, denoting the identity map on C by id, we have 
Ii VTE(cr)fo - MVE(a)fo 11L1[o,1]t(r 
Il VTE(a)fo —VAE(a)E(u)fo 11 + 11 VAE(a)E(a)fo —MVE(a)fo 
<11 V 1111 TE(a)fo —AE(a)E(a)f o 11 + 	 X1(u) 1 
<4M2e M V M fo M + ME AX1n a - (ida )X'(,) II 
=4M2e MV MM fo M + ME AjXajn o_ (id o)(Xo) M 
= 4M2€ V fo 11+ M 	Axno — ((id)(x)) ° 
4M2€ M V MI fo + ii
(j=1 
— (id)(X)) 	IILP[o,1]®e(r) 
= 4M2e V III fo M + M 	- id) 	ILP(,) 
j=1 
<4M2e11 VIHI fo M+ max sup 
1<3:5N ,. 
= 4M2e V fo II + max sup JA - AI(E(a)fo, f 
l<j:~NAEcy j 
<€(4M2 II V 	f M +M II fo IIII f M). 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, T = V-1M,,V. 
In the case E(A0)f0 = 0, i.e., zi(Ao) = 0, we get T = V'M d Vd, where 
Vd = Uod a U': LP(M) —* £,(F) is an isomorphism. 	 LI 
The following result follows immediately from Theorems 1.3.5 and 2.1.2. 
Corollary 2.1.2. Suppose that  is a scalar-type spectral operator on L' (Q, EQ, a) 
and that the spectral measure of T has a cyclic vector. Then T is similar to a 
multiplication operator M on some L' space, where 0 is a bounded measurable 
essentially one-to-one function. 
Next, we give an example to show that there exists a spectral measure with 
a cyclic vector which does not satisfy Condition (*) on L" for 1 < p < 00, 
p 	2. Hence, not every scalar-type spectral operator whose spectral measure has 
a cyclic vector on an LP space, 1 <p < 00, p 2, is similar to a multiplication 
operator. 
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Example 2.1.1. The Haar system gives a spectral measure with a cyclic vector 
on L'[0, 1], 1 <p < oo, which does not satisfy Condition (*) for  =A 2. 
Indeed, let hnj  be the Haar functions defined in ([30], p.150) as follows: 
h0 ,0 = 1 and for n> 1,j= [,... 2n-1, 
on [i 2 ' 2 )' 




on [i2 ..\ 
otherwise. 
Let A= {(n,j) : either n = j = 0 or n,j E N with 1 j 2n_ 1 }.  Define E(.) 
on A as follows: 
> 
(n,j)Ea 




It is easy to check that En2j = Enj, En,jEm,k = 0 for all (n, j), (m, k) E A with 
(n, j) 	(m, k). 
im-1 	 . 	 _ 
Fix fo = aooho,o+E 00 >Iic=1 m,khm,k with am,k > 0, m=i k=1 am < 00. 
Then E,f 0 = 	Since the linear span of the Haar system contains all the 
characteristic functions of the dyadic intervals, we have 
clm{E(a)fo : a C A} = clm{h,3 : (n,j) E Al 
=L[0,1], l<p<oo. 
In ([30], p.156) it is proved that the Haar system is an unconditional basis for 
LP[0, 1], 1 < p < 00. Thus E(.) is a spectral measure with a cyclic vector. 
However, this spectral measure does not satisfy Condition (*) for 1 <p < 00, 
p 	2. For let f = EN 	ah e L'[O, 1], 1 <p < Do, where 	= 1 for 
n = 1,..., N and j =1,.. . , 2n—i Then 
N 2 1 	N 2 1 	N 
	
Ef = 	hnj = r, 
n=1 j=i 	n=1 j=i 	n=i 
where r(t) = sign sin(2rt) is the sequence of Rademacher functions in LP [0, 1]. 
Now, Khintchine's inequality ([29], Theorem 2.b.3) states that for every 1 
p < Do there exist positive constants A and B such that, for every choice of 
scalars {a} 11  





ar(t) dt) 	B 	an2)
n=1 	 0 n=1  
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Using Khintchine's inequality, we have 
N 	 N 
lip 
	
Enj IILP[O,1] 	r JLP[oi] 
n=1 j=1 	 n=1 
N 
n=1 
2 = N2. 
However, 
N 
li LP[O,1] = E 3f 'P 	 ah) IIpLP[O,1] 
n=1 j=1 
= anJEnjhnJ IILP[0,11 
1 	P = 1t,j LP[0,1] 
- 2'' 
Thus, 
N 2n_1 	N 2n 1  
P 11E,f ILP[O,1] 	2' 	= N. 
n=1 j=1 	 n=1 j=1 
Therefore, for p 2, 
N 2' 	 N 2' 
Ef IIP[oi]- N 	N = 	Ef IILP[O,1] 
n=1 j=1 	 n=1 j=1 
Next, we prove that Condition (*)2 is always satisfied by any spectral measure 
on any L2 space. However, not every scalar-type spectral operator with a cyclic 
vector on L2 is similar to a multiplication operator on the same L2 space. For 
example, the bilateral shift U on £2  is not similar to any diagonal operator on £2 
because u(U) = 0. 
We mention here that it is proved in [31] that on an £, £2 or £ space a similar 
version of Condition (*) (p = 1, 2 or oc respectively) is satisfied by any spectral 
measure acting on these spaces and that these spaces are the only spaces on which 
the similar version of Condition (*) (p = 1, 2 or oo respectively) is satisfied by 
any spectral measure acting on them. 
Theorem 2.1.3. Condition (*)2 is satisfied by any spectral measure on any Hubert 
space N. 
Proof. Suppose that EA  is the family of Borel subsets of A, E(.) : EA - 8(N) 
is a spectral measure, {o} is a disjoint sequence of elements of EA  and {r} is 
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the orthonormal sequence of Rademacher functions in L2([O, 1]). Fix x E 7i and 
t E [0, 1]. Then 
r71(t)E(a71)x 	 II 
=11 	±E(a71)E(Ua71)x 
<2M II E(Ua71)x 
where + are from the definition of the Rademacher functions r, (t) = sign sin (2'7t), 
and M = sup{ 11 E(a) II: a E 
Also we have 
	
E(Ua)x 





lI 	±E(on)  IHI 	r71(t)E(o71)x  II 
<2M 11 	r71(t)E(a71)x II. 
Hence, 
E  (UN  1a)x 	r71(t)E(a71)x 11 for all t E [0,1]. 
Therefore we have 
N 
II 	E(a)x 112 =11 E(U 1a71)x 11 2  
711 
f IIE r(t)E(a71 )x 
11 2  dt 
= f' (rn(t)E(an)x 	
rn(t)E(an)x) dt 
= 	II E(a71)x 11 2 . 
Next, we present the main theorem of this section giving some conditions 
which make a scalar-type spectral operator on L, 1 < p < oo, similar to a 
multiplication operator on the same LP space. A preliminary lemma is required. 
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Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose that is a regular Borel measure on a locally compact 
Hausdorff space (, 	If cc' : Q — C is a bounded measurable essentially one-to- 
one function, then the multiplication operator M, : L"(2, En, p) -p LP(, EQ, IL), 
1 <p < oc, has a cyclic vector for its spectral measure. 
Proof. Suppose that : Q -k C is a bounded measurable essentially one-to-one 
function. Since the measure i is cr-finite, by ([28], p.98) we have 
, i) = clm{ Mx,  1  ci 
We want to prove that given a E EQ, there exists T E EC such that -'() differs 
from ci by a set of measure zero. 
Fix a E EQ. By Lusin's Theorem ([22], p.242), for each n e N there exists 
compact K c a such that is continuous on K and 1.t(o\K) < . Since is 
continuous on Kn and K is compact, y(K) is compact and hence Borel in C. 
Thus, r = U 1 (K) e Ec. But since 	-* C is essentially one-to-one, 
= U 1K C ci and IL(a\o'(T)) = IL(a\ U 1 K,) = 0. So '(r) = a up 
to a set of measure zero. Therefore, up to sets of measure zero, we have 
to, : aE}={'(r):rEEc}. 
So we have 
= c1m{MX 1  : rE Ec}. 
Therefore, the spectral measure of M. has a cyclic vector. 	 El 
The proof of the main theorem of this section now follows. 
Theorem 2.1.4. Suppose that Q is a locally compact complete metric space, En 
is the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of Q and IL  is a Borel measure on (Il, c2). 
Suppose also that T is a scalar-type spectral operator with spectral measure E(.) 
on LP(, Eç1, IL), 1 <p < oo. Then (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
The operator T is similar to MI  on the same LP(, Eç, ps), where W : Q —* C 
is a bounded measurable essentially one-to-one function. 
The following two conditions are satisfied: 
The spectral measure E(.) has a cyclic vector fo  and satisfies Condition (*), 
card Qd = card a(T) and either IL(l)  and E(cr(T)) are both zero or both 
nonzero, where 11d  is the set of the supports of the atoms in Q and Q, = 
Proof. Throughout this proof we shall follow the same notation introduced in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose that (b) holds and that E(a(T)) 	0. Since 
condition (i) of (b) is satisfied, by Theorem 2.1.2 there exists a bounded one-to- 
one point mapping 0 of ([0, 1]\Y0) U F onto a(T)\Xo such that 0 and 	are 
measurable and there exists an isomorphism V : LP (Q, EQ, i) —f I? ([O, 1]) ED fP,, (F) 
such that VE(a)fo = X -1(a) for all Borel a C a(T) and such that T = V'MV. 
Here F C N, and card F = card a(T). 
	
Now, let L'3(Q, EQ, p) = 	 /c)L(d, >Q,, Id) be the decomposition 
of LP(, EQ, j) into its continuous and discrete parts. Since E(o(T)) 	0, by 
condition (ii) of (b) we have 1(Q) j4 0, and hence we may assume (by appropriate 
scaling) that 	1L) = 1. Thus by Theorem 1.3.7, there exists an isomorphism 
II of the separable nonatomic measure algebra 	/j-null sets, ) onto the 
measure algebra (13m/mnull sets, m) induced by Lebesgue measure m on [0, 1]. 
Since Qd  is countable, R = lVd is a G8-set in the complete metric space Q. 
Thus Q, is topologically complete by Theorem 1.3.8. Since 	a, ) and 
([0, 1], 13m, m) are topologically complete separable measure spaces, EQ.,and 13m 
are their Borel sets, and -V is an isomorphism of Eçi/t,-nul1 sets onto Bm/mnull 
sets, by Theorem 1.3.9 there exist X1 C Q, and Y1 C [0, 1] such that (X1) = 0 = 
m(Yi) and there exists a one-to-one onto point mapping 01 : [0, 1]\Y1  —* 
such that 01 and () are measurable and 	(0,1)_1[A] 	(A)) (A) = /)[A] and m( 	= 
i(A) for all A E 	 sets, i.e., m(a) = tcT)) for all 0- E 13m/mnull 
sets. Using condition (ii) of (b), we know that card 1d = bard a(T) = card F. 
Define 01 : F —* 1d such that 	n) = Y72, N E d• Here d = {'y : n E F}, the 
s are distinct and F is either 0, finite or N. Define the measure mi  on F as 
follows: m({n}) = /1d({'Yn }). Let 
on [0, 1]\Y1 , 
on IF. 
Then 01 is a one-to-one point mapping of ([0, 1]\Y1) U F onto l\X1 such that 01  
and 	are measurable. If L E Eç, then A = A, U Ad  where & E EQ. and 
Ad E d and, denoting by m' the measure m m on [0, 1] U F, we have 
= i) + Pd(Ad) = m (( —'(A)) + m ((Od')-1()) = m (z) 
If 
f =e LP(t), where L\ are disjoint in Q, then 
N 	 N 
£ IlJ 
I J IILP(p) = 	i IcI(•) = I lcIm'('(Lj)) 
j=1 j=1 
N 






Here £(F) is the weighted £ space corresponding to the weight w = {wk} on 
F given by wk = ,ud({'yk}). Hence W : f —f f o 	can be extended by con- 
tinuity to an isometry from LP()  onto LP[O, 1] £(F). Let co = 	o 
-- cr(T)\Xo. Define J : LP[O, 1] ED £,(F) — LP[O, 11 	£(F) as follows: 
J(f, {xk}) = (f, {(&)xk}). Then J is an isometry from LP[O, 11 £(F) onto Wk 
LP[O, 1] £(F) and J'WMf = MJ-'Wf for all f e P). 
Therefore, T = V'MV = V'J'WM,W'JV 	S'M,S, where S = 
W'JV : LP() — LP(p) is invertible and co : Q ---> C is essentially one-to-one 
point mapping which is bounded and measurable on ft 
If E(o(T)) = 0, then by condition (ii) of (b), ji() = 0. So as before we 
get T = V['MdVd, where Vd = Uod o Ud : 	—* £(F) is an isomorphism. 
Put cod = I-'d 0 ()- : d —* o(T). Then J'Wd M(pd f = M d J'Wd f for all 
f E LP(1 ). Let Sd = W 1 JdVd : LP(t) —* LP(1i). Then T = S'Mwd Sd. 
Conversely, suppose that (a) holds, i.e., T is similar to M  on the same 
Then there exists an invertible S: LP(p) —* LP() such that T = S'MO S, where 
C is essentially one-to-one point mapping which is bounded and mea-
surable on ft By Lemma 2.1.1, the spectral measure of M has a cyclic vector 
and hence the spectral measure of T has a cyclic vector. Therefore, condition (i) 
of (b) is satisfied as we can easily show that the spectral measure of T satisfies 
Condition (*) in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. 
To prove condition (ii) of (b), notice that up(T) = a(M) and u(T) = 
so it suffices to prove that card u(M,) = card Qd  and that F(o(M)) = 0 
if and only if ji(L) = 0, where F(.) is the spectral measure of M(,0 . 
In ([23], p.226), it is proved that a(M,,) = {A E C : p('(A)) > 01 holds on L2, 
but it holds on all LIP, 1 <p < oc. In fact, if f E L(1), and co(t)f(t) = Af(t) 
a.e., then co(t) = A a.e. whenever f(t) 	0. This implies that in order for A to 
be an eigenvalue of M,  the function co  must take the value A on a set of posi-
tive measure, i.e., ii(co'(A)) > 0. Conversely, if (co'(A)) > 0, then (t) = A 
on a set M C W-1(A) of finite positive measure. So McJXM = AXM, where 
XM e L(it), XM =A 0. Thus, A is an eigenvalue of 	So, we have 
= {A e C: (co'(A)) > 01 
= {A E C : co-'(A) is an atom in 1} 
= {A e C : co-'(A) E Qdj- 
Since ço is essentially one-to--one, card a(M)= card Qd.  Also, since 




= {) E essrange 	 = 01 
= {) E essrange ço : 	d} 
= {\ e essrange : 	e 
Thus we have 
F(UC(M(,O )) = F(essrange y o(ul)) = F(ço()) = 	= 
Therefore, F(u(M,)) = 0 if and only if Xor = 0 a.e. (jt) if and only if 	= 0. 
In case p = 2, E(.) always satisfies Condition (*)2 according to Theorem 2.1.3 and 
the assumption of the existence of a cyclic vector is not important. We can use 
Theorem IX.4.6 instead of Theorem IX.3.4 in [10] to prove that every scalar-type 
spectral operator on L2 is similar to a multiplication operator on the same L2  
space provided that only a modified version of condition (ii) of (b) of the previous 
theorem is satisfied. 
In case p = 1, E(.) always satisfies Condition (*)i according to Theorem 1.3.5, so 
we can omit this condition in the previous theorem. The omission of the condition 
of the existence of a cyclic vector in the previous theorem will be discussed in the 
next section. 
2.2 	Scalar-Type Spectral Operators on L' Spaces 
whose Spectral Measures have Finite Mul-
tiplicity 
Throughout this section suppose that Q is a locally compact separable complete 
metric space, EQ is the u-algebra of Borel subsets of Q and i is a Borel measure 
on (l, 	By ([1], p.847) the topology on Q has a countable basis. So by ([22], 
p.168, Theorem B), ,a is separable. Hence L'(ji) is separable by ([40], Theorem 2, 
p.137). In this section we generalise the main result of the previous section. 
Specifically, we prove that every scalar-type spectral operator on an L1 space, 
whose spectral measure has finite multiplicity N and satisfies a similar condition 
to condition (ii) of (b) of Theorem 2.1.4, is similar to a multiplication operator 
on the same L' space. We start with two preliminary definitions. 
Definition 2.2.1. A function : Q -* C is said to be essentially N-to-one on 
if there exists a partition of Q (up to sets of measure zero) into N disjoint sets 
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i, 	, lN such that ço j is essentially one-to-one for each j and the ranges 
are equal to within sets of measure zero. 
Definition 2.2.2. A function : Q —+ C is said to be essentially at most N-to-
one on Q if there exists a partition of Q into N disjoint sets hi, ...... ,hN such 
that 	is essentially i-to-one on Q, for i = 1, 2,. 	, N. 
The following lemma holds on any LP space, 1 < p < oo, but we shall prove 
it on L1 as we are only concerned with operators on L1 in this section. 
Lemma 2.2.1. If : Q -* C is a bounded measurable essentially 2-to-one func-
tion, then the multiplication operator M(,C : L'(h, EQ, p) - L' (Q, iç2 , j) has no 
cyclic vector for its spectral measure. 
Proof. Suppose that W : Q —p C is a bounded measurable essentially 2-to-one 
function and that M(, has a cyclic vector fo for its spectral measure F(.). Then 
by the Weirstrass approximation Theorem and since f(M) = f(M) f(A)F(dA) 
for f e C(a(M,)), we have 
L'(14 = clm{F(cr)fo : ci e Er_} 
= clm{f 	f(A)F(dA)f0 : f E C(u(M))} 
u(M) 
= clm{f(M) : f E C(a(M))} 	 (2.2.1) 
clm{p(M,, M)f0 : p a polynomial} 
= clm{p(ço, )fo  p a polynomial}. 
Fix r E E(M). Since is essentially 2-to-one, there exist 2 disjoint sets of posi-
tive measure hl, 112 C 11 such that, up to sets of measure zero, (11) = y(112) = 'r. 
Choose g E L' (p) such that g 0 on hi  and II > e on 112. Then by (2.2.1), there 
exists a sequence of polynomials Pn  such that p(ço, )fo - g pointwise a.. in Q. 
So pn (co(w),T(W)) -* 0 pointwise a.e. in hi  and p((W),()) - 0 pointwise 
a.e. in 112. Thus, pn(z,) —* 0 on T and p(Z, 	0 on T. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 	 El 
Now, we prove the main theorem of this section which shows that a similar 
condition to condition (ii) of (b) of Theorem 2.1.4 is necessary and sufficient for 
a scalar-type spectral operator on an L' space, whose spectral measure has finite 
multiplicity, to be similar to a multiplication operator on the same L' space. 
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose that T E 13(L1 (hl, EQ, 'u)). Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(I) The operator T is scalar-type spectral on L' (Il, Ep, i) with spectral measure 
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E(.) of finite multiplicity N and card Qd 
=EN 
j= j card ({ eigenvalues of multiplicity j}) 
and either ji() and E(a(T)) are both zero or both nonzero. 
(II) There exist a bounded measurable essentially at most N-to-one function 
-* a(T) and an invertible S : V(p) -f L'() such that T = S-'M,S. 
Proof. Throughout this proof we shall follow the same method and the same 
notation as in the proofs of Theorems 2.1.2 and 2.1.4. For simplicity we shall 
prove the theorem for the case N=2. Suppose that T is a scalar-type spectral 
operator on L'(, Eo , y) whose spectral measure E(.) has multiplicity 2 and 
that card Qd =j card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity j}) and either p(Q,) 
and E(o- (T)) are both zero or both nonzero. Then I = E(a(T)) has multiplic-
ity 2. So by Theorem 1.3.3, there is a unique partition of a(T) into disjoint A1, A2  
such that 
I = E(A1 ) v E(A2), 
E(A1) has uniform multiplicity 1 and E(A2) has uniform multiplicity 2 if 
E(A) 0 for i = 1, 2. 
Let T1  = TIE(Ai)L'(,t). By Theorem 1.3.4, E(Al)V(p) is an L space. 
Since IIE(A1)L'() = E(A1) has multiplicity 1, E(A1)L1() = M(xi) for some 
x1 e E(Ai)L'(1.t). By Theorem 1.3.6, there exists a positive finite Borel measure 
space (A1, EA1, zi1) such that A4 (xi ) is isomorphic to L' (A,, EA1, v1), and if U1  
M(x1) —* L(vi ) is the induced isomorphism, then U1E(a)E(Ai)xi = Xa• Since 
E(A1)L'() is separable, a(Ti) is countable, and so a(T1) = u(Ti)\o(Ti ) is a Gb 
set, and v = v1Ia(T1) has no atoms, and we may assume that z4(a(T1)) = 
Then using Theorems 1.3.7 and 1.3.9 we get a one-to-one onto point mapping 
[0, ]\Y1  —* a(T1)\X1 such that m(a) = vL4(o)) for all Borel a C 10, i2j. 
Define 	: F1 C N — u(T1) by 4(n) = 	1)  E a(T1). 
Let T2  = TIE(A2)L'(p). By Theorem 1.3.4, E(A2)L'(1a) is an C j space. 
Since E(A2)L'(t) is separable, by Lemma 1.3.2, the Boolean algebra 82 gen-
erated by the spectral measure E(.)E(A2) is countably decomposable. Since 
IIE(A2)L'(,) = E(A2) has uniform multiplicity 2, by Corollary 1.3.1 there exist 
2 vectors x21, x22 E E(A2)L'() such that 
E(A2)L'(ji) = M(x21) ED  M(x) 
L' (o-(T2), .cy(T2), v21) 	L' (o,  (T2), ,T2),  zi22) 
= L'(u(T2) U cr(T2), c(T2)Ua(T2)1  v2) 
where v2 (.) = (E(.)E(A2)x2 , x) and v2 = 	EI)-'22, and there exists an isomor- 
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phism U2 : E(A2)L'() — L'(v2) such that 
U2(E(ai )E(A2)x21 E(a2)E(A2)x22) = x1 Xcr2  
Let 
U=Ui EBU2 :L'(p)—L'(v), where v=v1 EBv2. 
Since E(A2)L'(,u) is separable, a(T2) is countable, and a(T2) = 0'(T2)\cr(T2) 
is a G6 set, and v211 and v 2 have no atoms on a(T2), and we may assume that 
= 	for i = 1, 2. Since (Y(T2),  v) is a separable nonatomic measure 
algebra with '4 (a(T2))= , by Theorem 1.3.7 there exists an isomorphism ' of 
(T2)/z4l-null sets, z4) onto the measure algebra (Bm/mnull sets, m) induced 
by Lebesgue measure m on [, ]. Then by Theorem 1.3.9, there exists a one-to- 
one onto mapping: [, ]\Y21  —* a(T2)\X2i where i41(X21) = m(Y21) 	0 
such that 0',and ()1  are measurable, 	1(A) = (/ 1) 1[A] a.e.[m] and 
m(a) = v 1( 1(a)) for all Borel a C [, ]. Similarly, there exists a one-to-
one onto mapping 2 : [, 1]\Y22  — a(T2)\X22 where i42(X22) = m(Y22) = 0 
such that 	and (2)'  are measurable, and m(a) = i42 ( 2(a) for all Borel 
or C [, 1]. Define /4 : F22 C N ---+ a(T2) by 4(n) = A$, ) 	a(T2), for 
i = 1, 2. Here F21 = F22 and up (T2) = {A$2 : n E F2 }. 
Define 0 : ([0, 1]\(Y1 U Y21 U Y22)) U F1 U F21 U F22  —* a(T) as follows: 
I) 	on[0,], 
?I) on[,], 
1/ 22 	on 
d on F1, 
21 	on F21, 
''2 on F22. 
Then 0 is a bounded measurable essentially at most 2-to-one function on [0, 1] U 
F1 UF21 UF22 and U0 : f —* f  0 is an isometry from L' (v) onto L1([0, 1]) 	,(F), 
where F = F1 U F21 U F22. So we have 
card F = card F1 + 2 card F22 = card a(Ti) + 2 card a(T2) = card Qd. 
Then V = U0 o U : L) --> L'([O, 1]) £,(F) is an isomorphism such that 
T = V 1 M1,V. Then we can continue the proof exactly as the proof of Theo-
rem 2.1.4. 
Conversely, suppose that there exist a bounded measurable essentially at most 
2-to-one function p : Q —* a(T) and an invertible S : L'() —p L'() such that 
T = S'MS. Then there exists a partition of Il into disjoint sets Q1, 2  such 
that is essentially one-to-one on Q, and W is essentially 2-to-one on Q2.  Let 
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= (pjQ j and Y2 = Y2• Then we have 
L'(,,p) = L'( 1, Eq,, pl) 	L'( 2, ç2 jt 2 ) 
and 
T M, = M,1 M 2 . 
Since M( L1( j) C L() and T = S'MS, we have T(S'L'()) C S L1() 
for i = 1, 2. 
Let T, = TS'L1(c2, Eo,, pi) for i = 1, 2. Then T M p, for i = 1, 2. We know 
that a(Ti ) 	= essrange(y j), so we have 
E(a(T))L1(2) 	S 1Mxcc,7 1(a(T. ))SL'(c) = S'L'() for i = 1, 2. 
We claim that IJS'L'(Q) = E(a(T)) has uniform multiplicity i for i = 1, 2. 
Since pj is essentially one-to-one, by Lemma 2.1.1 we know that M 1  
L'(1 1 ) —* L'( 1) has a cyclic vector for its spectral measure and M( 1) 
S'L'(ft), that is, 
IS'L'(ft) = E(a(T1)) has uniform multiplicity 1. 
Let Q2 = 21 U Q22  be a partition of Q2  such that ç°2j = 02J22i is essentially one- 
to-one on Q2i,  for i = 1, 2. Then by Lemma 2.1.1, 	: 	—* L'(l2 ) 
has a cyclic vector for its spectral measure and M( 2 ) = L'( 2 ). Hence, 
= L'( 2), i.e., IIS'L'(12) = E(o(T2)) has multiplicity 2 
because M 2 : L' (p2) —* V (12) has no cyclic vector for its spectral measure 
according to Lemma 2.2.1 as V2  is essentially 2-to-one. If F(.) is the spectral 
measure of M p and 0 < F(ao) <F(a(T2)), i.e., 0 cro C a(T2), then 
F(uo)L'(1 2) = F(ao)M( 21) F(uo)M( 2) 
= M('2111(ao)) M(y22  I (P22 1(ao)), 
and M 21 ,_1(0) has no cyclic vector for its spectral measure according to Lemma 2.2.1. 
Therefore, IIS'L1(22) = E(a(T2)) has uniform multiplicity 2. 
Now, to prove that card Qd ==1j card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity j}) 
and either j() and E(o(T)) are both zero or both nonzero, we use the proof 
of Theorem 2.1.4. Notice that 'i = pli is essentially one-to-one on Q1, so 
card a(M 1 ) = card (1)d  and F(a(M 1 )) = 0 if and only if ,((2)C) = 0. 
Similarly, since CP2j = W I2i, i = 1, 2, is essentially one-to-one on 
card a(M 2 ) = card (l2i)d and F(o(M 2 )) = 0 if and only if ji((1l2 )) = 0- 
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Therefore, we have 
card Qd = card (1)d + card (21)d + card (l22)d 
= card a(M 1 ) + card a(M 21 ) + card WIP 
= card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity 1}) + 2 card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity 2}) 
and F(a(T)) = 0 if and only if F(ac(Mçc,)) = 0 
if and only if F(a(M 1 )) = 0 and F(a(M 2 )) = 0 
if and only if t((l) = 0 and t((2)) = 0 if and only if i() = 0. 
	
The proof is similar to the above if 2 < N < oc. 	 LI 
2.3 	Scalar-Type Spectral Operators on L' Spaces 
whose Spectral Measures have Infinite Mul-
tiplicity 
In this section we give a non-trivial example of a scalar-type spectral operator 
on L'([O, 1]), whose spectral measure has infinite uniform multiplicity, which is a 
multiplication operator. (Of course, the identity operator is a trivial example of 
such an operator.) Then we give an example of a scalar-type spectral operator 
on £', whose spectral measure has infinite nonuniform multiplicity, which is a 
diagonal operator on P. Then we ask whether every scalar-type spectral operator 
on L', whose spectral measure has infinite (uniform) multiplicity, is similar to a 
multiplication operator on L'. We also discuss the difficulties in producing an 
example of a scalar-type spectral operator on L' whose spectral measure has 
infinite (uniform) multiplicity which is not similar to a multiplication operator. 
Example 2.3.1. 
Define M on L'([O, 1]) as multiplication by y,  where is defined on [0, 1] as 
follows: 
1 	1 	11 	1 	11 
on [,l],y 	on = on and so on. 
Then the spectral measure for M has infinite uniform multiplicity. 
Example 2.3.2. 




............. ....... }U{O}, 
and, if {e3 } is the standard basis of £', the spectral measure for T is given by 
E({1})f = f iei , so 	= 
= f 2e2 + f 3e3, so 	= M(e2) 
= f4e4 + f 5e5 + f6e6, so E({})' = M(e4) M(e5) M(e6 ), 
and so on, where f = (fi, f2, f,......). 
Hence, the spectral measure of T on £' has infinite nonuniform multiplicity. 
Perhaps more difficult is constructing an example of a scalar-type spectral op-. 
erator on L' whose spectral measure has infinite multiplicity or infinite uniform 
multiplicity which is not similar to a multiplication operator as we know that 
proving that two operators are not similar is very hard. 
On the other hand, it would be interesting to know whether every scalar-type 
spectral operator on L' whose spectral measure has infinite (uniform) multi-
plicity is similar to a multiplication operator. Suppose that T is a scalar-type 
spectral operator on L' whose spectral measure has infinite multiplicity and 
that card Qd = E'l j card ({eigenvalues of multiplicity j}) and either i(L) 
and E(a(T)) are both zero or both nonzero. Then by Theorem 1.3.3, there ex-
ists a unique disjoint family {o} of subsets of u(T) such that 
I 
if E( n) 0, then E(0n) has uniform multiplicity n. 
We considered the following two cases. 
If E(o) = 0, as in Example 2.3.2, we know that for each n E N, 
IIE(on)L1(bt) has finite uniform multiplicity n and by Theorem 2.2.1, T = 
T1E(n)L1() is similar to a multiplication operator, i.e., there exists a bounded 
measurable essentially n-to-one function c°n  :Qn -* a(T) and an invertible 
Sn : E(o)L1 (1_t) -p E(9n)L'(/_t) such that Tn = S'M(,c, flSfl. However, we could 
not control sup 	Sn  11 and 5UPn 11 S' in order to say that T = 	= 
Just in the special case when the constant M1 in 
Theorem 1. 3.5 equals 1 we get supn S 	1 and sup S' 	1, and in such 
a situation we can see that T is similar to a multiplication operator on L1(). 
If E(a) = I, as in Example 2.3.1, we have 
c1m{E(a)f : 1 <n < N, a C a(T)} L'(.t) for any finite N, 
so we could not use the L' theory to continue the proof. 
If cases (1) and (2) were proved, then the extension to the general case when 
0 < E(a) <I might be possible. 
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Chapter 3 
Decomposition of Well-Bounded 
and Trigonometrically 
Well-Bounded Operators on 
In [17], Fong and Lam proved that a well-bounded operator on a Hilbert space N 
with a contractive AC(J)-functional calculus is a self-adjoint operator on N. In 
this chapter, we show that every well-bounded operator on a Hilbert space N is 
a quasinilpotent perturbation of a self-adjoint operator and we obtain a similar 
result for trigonometrically well-bounded operators on a Hilbert space N. We also 
consider the problem of determining which quasinilpotent perturbations of self-
adjoint operators are well-bounded and highlight some of the difficulties involved 
in tackling this. 
3.1 Well-Bounded Operators on 
The aim of this section is to examine the structure of well-bounded operators 
acting on a Hubert space N. Specifically, we prove that a well-bounded operator T 
on N can be decomposed as a sum of a self-adjoint operator A and a quasinilpotent 
operator Q such that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. In the decomposition process 
we super-diagonalise along the direct sum of local spectral subspaces of T, and 
then show that the remainder is a quasinilpotent operator. Before doing this we 
need the following important lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Let T have an AC-functional calculus on [a, b] such that 
f(T) :!~ K 11 I MAC([a,b]) for all f E AC([a, b]) 
and suppose that 
u(T) C [ai ,bi] C [a, b]. 
If  E AC([a,b]) and! 0 on [ai ,bi], then f(T) = 0. 
The operator T has an AC-functional calculus on [ai , b1] such that 
11 f(T) 	K 11 f MAC([ai,biJ) for all f E AC([ai, b1 ]). 
Proof. (1) Let f E AC([a,b]) be such that f 0 on [ai,bi], and fix x E h and 
E > 0. Let f be a continuous function on [a, b] defined as follows: 
10 	on[ai —,bi +], 
f = 	linear on [ai - c,a1 - U [bi + ,b1 +€], 
I f 	on [a,a1 — e]u [b +€,b]. 
Since 
OTT(x) C a(T) C [ai , b1 ] and [a1, b1 ] fl supp(f) = 0, 
we have 
UT(x) fl supp(f) = 0. 
Hence, by Theorem 1.2.4, f(T)x = 0. Since x E 7-1 was arbitrary, f(T) = 0. 
Thus, in order to prove that f(T) = 0 we only need to show that f, (T) —* f(T) 
in the AC-norm as e —* 0. We have 
II f - f MAC([a,b]) = Var[ai_,aj] f + var[b1,b1+] f 
+ var[al_f,al_](f — f€) + var{b1+,b1+€}(f — f€) 
< var[ _, 1] I + var[b1,b1+) f 
+ var[ai _€,ai_] f + var{ai _€,ai _ ] f + var[b1+!b1+] f + var[b1+,b1+€] f r.  
pal 	 I f 	 al
—L bl+ 
= I If', f'I +fal 	 f' 
+ f(a — e) 




< 2€ 	sup 	If' + Iff(ai -c) I €)I + If (b, + )I. 
[ai —€,aiU[bi ,bi+€] 
So f - f AC([a, bJ) and hence, using the functional calculus of T, we have 
I (f — f)(T) I I < K I I f - f€ IIAC([a,b]) 
< K(2€ 	sup 	If'I + Iff(ai - €) + If (b, + )D. 
[al —€,aiJU[bi ,b1 +] 
Since € > 0 was arbitrary, f(T) — f(T) in the AC-norm as € —f 0. Thus, f(T) = 0. 
(2) Let f e AC([ai , b1]) be a polynomial. Extend f continuously to I as 
follows: 
I f(ai) on [a,ai ], 
/= 4 f 	on [ai ,bi], 
If (b1) on [b1, b]. 
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Then f - f 0 on [ai , b1 ]. So by the first part of this lemma, f(T) = f(T) 
Since f E AC([a, b]), 11 J(T) 	K 111 MAC([a,b])  But 
11 f IAC([a,b])M I IAC([ai ,bi ]) 
So we have 
f(T) I I = I I f(T) 	K I I f MAC([a,b])= K U f UAC([ai,biD 
Therefore, T has the required AC-functional calculus on [ai , b1]. 	 LI 
Now, we show that every well-bounded operator T on 7-1 can be expressed 
as a sum of a self-adjoint operator A and a quasinilpotent operator Q such that 
AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let T be a well-bounded operator on a Hilbert space 7-1 imple-
mented by (K, J), where J = [a, b], i.e., 
f(T) 	K I I f I AC([a,b]) for all f E AC ([a, b]). 
For each A E R, let XA = {x E 7-1 cYT(x) C [a, A]}, and let E(A) be the 
orthogonal projection of 7-1 onto XA.  Then E(.) is a spectral family concentrated 
on [a, b] and gives a spectral measure. 
Define A = fb] AdE(A) and let Q = T - A. Then A is self-adjoint, Q is 
quasinilpotent and AQ - QA is also quasinilpotent. 
Proof. First, we want to show that u(T) C [a, b]. Suppose that A 0 [a, b], and let 
fA(t) = A 1  V  t E [a, b]. Then 
b 
II f I IAC(J) = IfA(b)I + I If(t)Idt a
1 	 1 
-+ 	dt 
- IA—bI a (A—t)2 
1 	1 	1 
- IA—bi + A—b - A—a 
<00. 
Thus, IA e AC([a, b]), and hence 11 f,\(T) Il < K 11 fA llAc(J)< 00. Therefore, 
f,\(T) e 13(7-1). Since 
(A - t).fA(t) = 1 = fA(t).(A - 
we have 
(A—T).f A(T) =I=fA(T).(A—T). 
Thus, A e p(T), i.e., A V u(T). Therefore, a(T) C [a, b]. 
ME 
Next, we want to show that E(.) is a spectral family concentrated on [a, b]. WE 
have E) is an orthogonal projection for each A e R and satisfies the following: 
SUPE 	E(A) M 1. 
Xx = {x e 7- : oT(x) C [a, A]} = XT([a, A]) is a local spectral subspace 
of T which is a T-hyperinvariant closed linear subspace of 7- according to Re-
mark 1.2.1. 
If Al <A2, then [a, All c [a, A21,  sobyTheorem 1.2.1(i), XT([a,Al]) C XT([a,A2]), 
i.e., XA1  C X,2 . Hence, E(A1)E(A2) = E(A2)E(A1 ) = E(A1). 
If A < a, X), = {x e H : 0T(x) C [a, A] = O} = {O} by Theorem 1.2.1(iii), 
so E(A) = 0. If A > b, then XA = 7-1, so E(A) = I. 
If {A} is a decreasing sequence converging to A e R, then {E(A)} is 
a decreasing sequence of orthogonal projections on 7-1, so {E(A)} is strongly 
operator convergent to the orthogonal projection onto 
fl 1E(A)(7-1) = nX 
= fl l XT ( [a, An]) 
= XT(fl l [a, An]) 
=XT ([a,A]) 
=XA. 
Hence, lim A+ E(A)x = E(A)x for all x E R. 
If {A} is an increasing sequence converging to A, then {E(A)} is an in-
creasing sequence of orthogonal projections on 7-1, so {E(A)} is strongly operator 
convergent to the orthogonal projection of 7-1 onto U 1E(A)fl = U_ 1XA 
Hence, limAA- E(A)x exists for all x E H. 
Therefore, E(.) is a spectral family on 7-1 concentrated on [a, b]. 
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Now, assume that Xa = f 0 and bisect [a, b] into 2 subintervals [a, )] and 
[Xi, b] and let X' = (E (A') - E(a))H and X = (E (b) - E))7. Then 
?-l=X)l 	=XEEX. 
Since X'= X = XT([a, )]) is T-invariant, T can be represented by the matrix 
T 
1T' ' T1121 =I  L0 T212] 
relative to the above decomposition of H. 
Since T is an AC(J)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 we know that T has 
the SVEP and F = [a, A] C C is a closed set for which the space X = XA1 = 
XT([a, )]) is closed. Thus by Theorem 1.2.2, u(TXfl C Ffla(T) C [a, All. But 
TIX=T111. 
Hence 
a(T111) C [a,.A]. 
By Theorem 1.2.7, there exists an invertible isometry U 	-* Xj defined 
byU'x=x+X forall xEXji. 
Let T/X1 = S : 	- 7-(/X be defined by S(x + X1 ) = Tx + X. We want 
to prove that U'TU = S = T/X'. 
Let x e X, then U'x x + X1, so we have 
SU 1x = S(x + X1) 
UT21 x. 
Hence, U 1T212U = T/X, i.e., T 2 T/X'. 
Since T is an AC(J)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T is de-
composable and [a, Afl C C is closed, so by Theorem 1.2.6 the induced operator 
T/X1 on the quotient space 7-I/X' satisfies 
cr(T/X) C a(T)\[a,AI], i.e., cr(T/X) C [A', b]. 
But 
T/X 	T212, so a(T212) C [At, b]. 
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Therefore, we have 
C [),A] and a(T 2 ) c [)1 \11 i A2] 
i.e., a(TJ) C [)j-1' ) j] for j = 1, 2, I  
where ) = a and \1 - b -
Then, continuing this bisection method, we get at the nth step 
) n_ —  a+j 	for  =0,1,2,•• ,2; X = (E V]) —E().']_1))h; 
	
7- has the decomposition 7-( = X 	X 	...... X and 
E())7- = X 	X 	...... X is T-hyperinvariant for j = 1, 	, 2. 
So T can be represented by the matrix 
mn q'n 	 rrn 
111 	Lj ... 	... 	L12n 
n mn rJ-n 
-'22 2211 
p 	 r 1J,fl33 	
r7-fl 
2 n A -  
( 	1_,I 	 rim U U .) 	L2fl2fl 
relative to this decomposition of fl. Fix j E 11, 2, ......, 2} and let 
rrn rrn 	 pn ll 	-'-12 -'-lj 
n rrn 'p 
U 122 ......12j 
C7= 0 0 T 	T 
0 	0•••0T3 . 
Since X,n = 	= X 	X 	.. .  ED X = XT([a, A]) is T-hyperinvariant, 
can be decomposed as 
and T can be represented by the matrix 
T=C3 * 
0* 
relative to this decomposition of 7-1, where * is an operator entry. Thus 
C,n = TIXAn = TI(Xi X 	... X) = TIXT([a, )]). 
By Theorem 1.2.5, C7 is an AC(J)-scalar operator. So by Remark 1.2.1, C has 
the SVEP and XT ([a, A]) is closed. Thus by Theorem 1.2.2, 
a(C) = a(TIXT ([a, Ag])) C [a, )] nor(T) C [a, Ai]. 
We have 
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So XA. can be decomposed as 
Xn = X,\n 
and relative to this decomposition of Xn, the operator C7 can be represented by 
the matrix 
c7:= 
Y l * 
3 0 TJ 
Thus we have 	Cy/X,n on the quotient space X/X 1 . By Theo- 
rem 1.2.5, C/X 1 is an AC(J)-scalar operator, so by Remark 1.2.1, it is de-
composable and hence by Theorem 1.2.6, 
1A a(I) = a(C/X 1 ) C a(C)\[a, A_] C 	, Ar]. 
Now, since E(A) is self-adjoint for each A E [a, b}, 
11 
OA 2 O A 
 = f
AdE(A) = 0 	0 A 3 ••• 	0 
[a,bJ 
A 	'-' 	 '-' 
'-'I 	An  
is self-adjoint because it is the strong limit of self-adjoint operators. 
So we have 
r, fl 	flfl 	tflfl 	 t71fl 
'11 -'11 -'12 '12 
A mn An Pfl L22 	r1 22 	 22- 
Q - 	C1 A - 	0 pn An 33 	
mn 
U 	 U 	 J 
	
A A mn An - 
a(Q) C u(T - A 1) U ......U a(T 	- 
j 	() C [A 	] for j = 1 	. _ 1, A a(T) C 1A 	Atm' and aA ,  
Now, let € > 0 be given. Choose 3 > 1 such that 	< 1. Here K is 
the constant defined for the functional calculus of T as in the statement of the 
theorem. Choose a partition P of [a, b] such that 
b — a 	b — a 
P={a,a+ 2N  ,a+2 	, ...... ,b} 
and such that 
b — a 	€ 	€ 
2N <m1n{,2TM}. 
Since 
a(Q) c 	- A) U 	U a(T2'\r 2N - AN  2N), 
it is enough to show that 
a(I —  AZ) C {A: JAI <€} for j= 1,2,••• 
2N 
33  
to prove that Q is quasinilpotent. 
Fix j e 11, 2,.- - , 2N} and suppose that JAI > > We want to show 
that A - (T - AZ) is invertible. We have 
- (T 3N3 AZ) 
= 	
AI) 	IjNj  
- ( ii 	j ii)) 	( j ii 
- 	- (TN - \N1N\\(j-N - (\ - (TN - \NJN-1(\NfN - AN jj 	j jjJJ jj 	jj 	j jj)) 	j jj 	jj 
We know that A - (17 - AI) is invertible because 
—a 
(TjNj 	 AN AAfl=[—b 2N 
[AN 
j' _  
Thus we only need to prove that 
	
(A - (TN - AN 1N 	I'AN 1N - A'Y' < 1, ' 33 	3 331) j ii 	33) 
to complete the proof that Q is quasinilpotent. 
Since TjNj - A N  I N, has an AC-functional calculus on [a, b] - A and 
— 
a(TN -  ii 	j j)C[ b 
a 
2"01, 
by Lemma 3.1.1 we know that T - ANIjNj has an AC-functional calculus on 
b-a o]. Thus we have 
b — a 
I f(T - A3"'I"33) 	K  II f IlAC([-,OJ) for all! E AC([— 2N 
Sincefo(s) = (A - s) 1 is in AC([—, 0]), we have 
I f0(TN - A"'I') II K  II fo ii 	j j3 
Hence, 





1 	 1 
(A - s' IIAc([- 	0]) 	
b a A - SI 	sE[—,0] IA -s 







II (A - (T - AIj))' Jj< K (13 
  
Since AZ - A
Nj IjNj is self-adjoint and 
a(AZ -A
I)c[Ai-A AN_ AN] = [_ba0] 
' -?i 	2" 
we have II AZ - A"IJ 11= 	- ANIN\ < b—a - -p-. Therefore, we have 
II (A- 	_A hI))_ ]J A h I N _AZ) 11<11 (A.- fTN_ANI' 	III AIN_AI . jj 	j jj)i jj 	33 II 
j )-' ( Ai ii 
2" 1 a 
K /3 
- 	< /3-1/3-1 	
1. 
Hence, A - (TJ - AZ) is invertible for JAI > €, i.e., 
(TJ'_AZ)c{A: JAI <€} for j= 1, 2,.,2"' 
Therefore, a(Q) = {O}, i.e., Q is quasinilpotent. 
Finally, we want to prove that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. We have 
AQ-QA=AT-TA 




/IN  TN - TgA ''11 1222 
ANTN - T1  A% 1122 22 	2  
All 	
1N rp  ifN 
p1111 - 1 12N 112N2N 
n AN pN pN AN 'j 	I2N2NA2N2N - .L2N2NJL2N2N 
a(AQ - QA) C Uia(AZT - TJAZ). 
Fix jE{1,2,.. ,2N}. We have 
II 
AN TN - TN AN II 11 (AN ii - AN)TN + TN (AN - AN) 
< AZ.— AI HI Tjj 11 ± II T Ill AI - AZ II 
- 	III 
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Since TJ( is either a restriction of T to a closed invariant subspace of 7- or a 
compression of T, we have 
M7 jj M<I!TM. 
Hence, 
r(AI -T'YA < ATY - TNAN 33 	33 33)—ii  33 	ii ii" 
	
<2 	TNAN - A NIN I - lU 	 I 
b — a 
€ 
< 2 MTI 2 ITII 
= 
Therefore, AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. 
If Xa = E(a)7( {0}, E(a)7I = ker(T - al) and 
= E(a)7 	(E) -E (a))7 	(E (A-) - E(A1 	 2n))7.. 	(E(A) - E(.X_1))7 
and relative to this decomposition of 7-1, the operators T and A are represented 
by the matrices 
a 	* 	... 	... 	... 	* 	 a 	0 	.........0 
fl 
-'
7fl Pfl 	 Pfl fl An ' 11 	112 ... 	... 	.1.12Th .1 
T— 
0.0  T22  ... ... TTh  A—  0 0 A
2 0• 	0 
00 0T••T' 0 0 0 	 0 
nn 0 0 0 •.. 0 T 2Th 	0 0 0 •.. 0 ATh2 fl 
Thus, 
0 	* 	... 	... 	... 	* 	1 
0 T—A 1 T T I 
0 	0 	—A' 	... 	... 	qfl 	I 122 	22 122Th I Q=T—A= 0 
0 0 ... Pfl I L33 33 	 132Th 	I 
0 	0 	0 	•.. 	0 mn _An -'-22 	.r12712mJ 
is quasinilpotent according to the first part of this proof. Similarly, we can show 
that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. This completes the proof. 
The following question arises. Suppose that A is self-adjoint, Q is quasinilpotent 
and AQ - QA is quasinilpotent. What extra conditions imply that A + Q is 
well-bounded? We shall return to discuss the difficulties involved in section 3 of 
this chapter. 
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3.2 Trigonometrically Well-Bounded Operators 
on fl 
In this section we prove that any non-unitary trigonometrically well-bounded 
operator Ton a Hubert space 7-t can be decomposed as T = U(Q1+I) and as T = 
(Q2 + I)U where U is a unitary operator, Qi  and  Q2  are non-equal quasinilpotent 
operators and for each j = 1, 2, we have UQ - QU is also quasinilpotent. In 
order to prove this, we utilise the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let T have an AC-functional calculus on T such that 
11 f(T) < K 11 f IAC(T) for all f E AC(T) 
and suppose that 
a(T)CFCT,whereF={e t :O<at<b<27r}. 
If  e AC(T) and f 0 on IF, then f(T) = 0. 
The operator T has an AC-functional  calculus on F such that 
I f(T) < 2K II f IIAC(F) for all f E AC(F), 
where AC(F) is the Banach algebra of absolutely continuous complex valued func-
tions on F with the norm 11 f JIAC(r)= If(eib)I +varr f. 
Proof. The proof of the first part is almost the same as that of Lemma 3.1.1. So 
we only need to prove that T has an AC-functional calculus on F such that 
11 f(T) Il< 2K II f IIAC(r) for all f E AC(F) 
Let f e AC(F) be a trigonometric polynomial. Extend f continuously to f on T 
as follows: 
I f (eit) ifat<b, 
f(eit ) = linear if 0 < t < a, 
1f (e') ifb<t< 27r. 
Then we have f E AC(T) and varTf = yarn f + If(e) - f(eib)I Also we have 
I - f 0 on F. So by the first part of this lemma, f(T) = f(T). Thus we have 
f(T) 11=11 f(T) II <K 11f IIACT 
= K{Jf(e 2')I + varT!} 
= K{If(e 
ib 
 )I + varn f + If W') - f WI) I} 
<K{If(eib)I + varpf + varnf} 
<2K II f IIAC(17). 
Hence, T has the required AC-functional calculus on F. 	 El 
Now, we prove that any non-unitary trigonometrically well-bounded operator T 
on 7L can be decomposed as T = U(Q1 + I) and as T = (Q2 + I)U where U is a 
unitary operator, Qi  and  Q2  are non-equal quasinilpotent operators and for each 
j = 1, 2, we have UQ - QU is also quasinilpotent. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let T be a non-unitary trigonometrically well-bounded operator 
on a Hubert space ?( with an AC-functional  calculus on T satisfying 
I f(T) jj< K II I IIAC(T) for all f e AC(T). 
For each A e [0, 271, let FA = {eit 0 < t < A}, X = {x E 7 UT(x) c F} 
and let F(A) be the orthogonal projection of 7i onto X,\. Then F(.) is a spectral 
family concentrated on [0, 27r] and gives rise to a self-adjoint spectral measure on 
the Borel subsets of the unit circle T. 
Define U = f{02 ] e dF(A) and let Qi = U'T—I and Q2 = TU—I. Then 
U is a unitary operator and Qi, Q2 are quasinilpotent operators. 
Moreover, UQ — QU is quasinilpotent for i = 1, 2, and Qi $ Q2. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that X0 = {0}, so that F(0) = 0. Bisect [0, 27r] into 2 subintervals [0, A] and 
[At, 27r] and let X1 = (F(A) — F(0))7- and X2' = (F(27r) — F(A))7i. Then 
fl=X,EFX, =XX. 
So T can be represented by the matrix 
[Tl rr'll 
T— 1 -'-121 - 	rnil 
22] 
relative to this decomposition of fl. 
Since T is an AC(T)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T has the 
SVEP and 	= {eit 0 < t < A} C C is a closed set for which the space 
X1' = xxi = XT(F) is closed. Thus by Theorem 1.2.2, cr(TIXfl C F fla(T) C 
fl T = I'. But T I X1 = T11 . Hence, a(T111) C F > i. 
Since T is an AC(T)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T is decom-
posable and rAl  C C is closed, and hence by Theorem 1.2.6, T/X' on the quotient 
space 7-1/X1' satisfies 
u(T/X) c o(T)\F,1 C {eit : A 	t < 27r}. 
But T/X' 1 — 22, SO 
u(T'2) C {e t A <t < A}. 
Therefore, we have 
o(TJ) c {eit  A 	<t< )3 	 3 } forj = 1,2 where )=0and) =27. 
Then, continuing this bisection method, we get at the flth  step 
) 	=j 	forj = 0,1,2, ......,272 ; X' = (FA) —F(A_1))7-I; 
7-( has the decomposition 71 = X 	X 	...... X2,, and 
F)7-1 = X 	X 	...... Xj1  is T-hyperinvariant for j = 1, 2,•• , 2. 
So T can be represented by the matrix 











m_ n n m33n 	mn A - U U 2 
0 	0 	... 	0 
relative to this decomposition of 7-1 and 
C {eit : 	< t< A} for = 1,2,•• ,2. 
Define 
	
v1 0 	 0 





_J 	U 	• 	U n n 	7fl 
Then we have 
TTflPfl - Tn 	TTflfl 	 TTnmn V11_L11 	ii V11112 V111.12fl 
Q1=U'T—I= 	
0 V2 T 
n un mn 	rn • 
Hence 
ONO C a(VT1  - I) U ......U u(V2T2 - 12fl 2fl) 
Let E > 0 be given. Choose a partition P of [0, 27r] such that for each j E 
11,2 . ......, 2N} AN - 	= 11   3— 	2N <min{ fr} and length(F) <, where 
Since 
N 
U(Q1) C 	- I) U ......U cT(V2N2N2N2N - 12N2N), 
it is enough to prove that 
a(V'[ —I) C {A: JAI <€} for allj E {1,2, 	2N} 
to complete the proof that Qi  is quasinilpotent. 
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Fix jE{1,2,..- ,2N}.  We have 
UN 
= J 	edF(A), a(U) C {
ei : 	<t < A NJ 
and 
a(T) C {e t : A N 1 <t < 
So we have 
r(VT[ - I) < V.NTN - ii I i 
	
3j ii 	I 
=M ,T(N - UN' ) II 
iiv;' 	T N 	II ii 	ii II 
N N - UN 
ii" 
=ITjNj - 	1 + ( V)-1(TNjj 
 - 1N
jj ll 1' where 	= e'i. 
Since 
we have 
C {eit: 	\N - N ' 	t O}. 
Since ('yfl'Uj is unitary, there is a self-adjoint operator AZ  such that (v)lU = 
e ii  and 
a(AZ) C [-(v - 	), 0] C [—,O]. 
Since AZ  is self-adjoint, 11 A 	r(AZ) 	and we have 
('y)'U3 N - I = 	
- (iAN)2 (iAZ)3  + 
2! + 3! 
Hence 
1 AN In 
I (yfl_1UN - 1N <= I 
jill 






Since T has an AC-functional calculus on T, and TN, is either a restriction of T 
to a closed hyperinvariant subspace of 7-1 or a quotient of a restriction of T, it 
follows that TjNj has an AC-functional calculus on T. 
Since TN has an AC-functional calculus on ¶' and 	C F, by Lemma 3.2.1 33 	 33 	3 
we know that Tj has an AC-functional calculus on such that 
f(1) < 2K H f HAC(r) for all f e AC(F). 
Since fo(z) = 	- z is in AC(F), we have 
iiNN - TN I I <2K(Ifo()I + varNfo) II ii ii 	ii 










:11) M 	- 	H + 	I 	
- rrN 
i jj 	jj II 
f € 
<+E. 
Therefore, Qi  is quasinilpotent. Similarly, we can prove that Q2  is quasinilpotent. 
Now we want to prove that UQ1 - Q1U is quasinilpotent. We have 
UQ1 - Q1U = U-1  (UT - TU) 






ç 7N ,'rrN pN 	mN rrN 
U 	V2N2NL'2N2N.L2N2N - A2N2NU2N2N 
(/N(TrNpN - TNTTN 
i 
VU JTJ - TN N 
< jN11NpN pNiN 
- 	jj 	Jjj jj 	jj Jjj 
H I 
< 2 11 Uj—  'yHIII TjNj 
<22IITII IITII=€. 
Hence, UQ1 - Q1U is quasinilpotent. Similarly, we can prove that UQ2 - Q2U is 
quasinilpotent. 
Finally, we want to show that Qi =A Q2. In fact, if Qi = Q2, then T = 
U(Q1 + I) = (Qi + I)U. Thus, UQ1 = Q1U and hence by Theorem 4.2.3, T is 
not trigonometrically well-bounded. This contradiction completes the proof that 
Q1$Q2. 	 El 
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3.3 	Is The Sum of a Self-Adjoint and a Quasinilpo- 
tent Well-Bounded? 
We finish the chapter by discussing the validity of the converse of Theorem 3.1.1. 
First, we show by an example that the converse of Theorem 3.1.1 is not true in 
general. Then we prove that the sum of a self-adjoint operator A and a nonzero 
quasinilpotent Q is not well-bounded if A and Q commute. Then we conclude 
the section by stating several open questions as an attempt to formulate some 
kind of converse to Theorem 3.1.1 by imposing some further conditions on the 
self-adjoint operator A and the quasinilpotent operator Q. 
Example 3.3.1. Suppose that A = Al for some X E Tl and Q is any nonzero 
quasinilpotent operator on N. We claim that T = A + Q is not well-bounded. In 
fact, if T were well-bounded, then since A is a self-adjoint operator on 7- with 
finite spectrum, which commutes with T, by ([20], Lemma 3) it follows that Q = 
T—A is well-bounded. However, by ([19], Corollary 2.12), the only quasinilpotent 
well-bounded operator is the zero operator. Hence T cannot be well-bounded. 
Theorem 3.3.1. If A is a self-adjoint operator on 7-1 and Q is a nonzero quasinilpo-
tent operator on N such that AQ = QA, then T = A + Q is not well-bounded. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a self-adjoint operator on N and Q is a nonzero quasinilpo-
tent operator on N such that AQ = QA and T = A+ Q is well-bounded. Then A 
is a scalar-type spectral operator on 7-1 with real spectrum such that AT = TA. 
Thus by ([20], Theorem p.171), Q = T - A is well-bounded on N, which is a 
contradiction to ([19], Corollary 2.12). Therefore, T is not well-bounded. 
Fol 
From the above theorem we conclude that the problem of formulating a partial 
converse to Theorem 11 .1 is very complicated as we must suppose that AQ QA 
which would imply that we should get an expression for p(A + Q) whose norm is 
difficult to control. Therefore, we shall leave the following questions open. 
Question 3.3.1. Assume that A = f \E(dA) is a self-adjoint operator on N and 
Q is a quasinilpotent operator such that QE(A) = E(A)QE(A) and AQ - QA is 
a quasinilpotent operator on N. Is A + Q well-bounded? 
Question 3.3.2. The same as the last question after adding the extra condition 
that Q2 = 0. 
Question 3.3.3. When is the sum of a self-adjoint and a quasinilpotent scalar-
type spectral operator? 
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Question 3.3.4. Suppose that T is a scalar-type spectral operator on fl with real 
spectrum. Then T is well-bounded. So by Theorem 3.1.1, there exists a self-adjoint 
operator A1 on 1-( such that T = A1 + Q. Also, there exists another self-adjoint 
operator A2 on h such that T = BA2B. What is the relationship between A1  
and A2 ? 
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Chapter 4 
Decomposition of AC-Operators 
on 7-1 
AC-operators were defined earlier in Chapter 1 as a natural generalisation, in the 
context of well-boundedness, of normal operators on a Hilbert space N. In this 
chapter, we prove that certain AC-operators on 7-1 with discrete spectrum are in 
fact quasinilpotent perturbations of normal operators on N. Then we prove that 
the sum of a normal operator N on 7-1 and a nonzero quasinilpotent operator Q 
is not an AC-operator if N and Q commute and we use this result to prove that 
if U is a unitary operator on N and Q is a nonzero quasinilpotent operator which 
commutes with U then U(Q + I) is not trigonometrically well-bounded on N. 
We also discuss the main obstacle to proving that all AC-operators acting on a 
Hubert space N are quasinilpotent perturbations of normal operators. 
4.1 AC-Operators with Discrete Spectrum 
In this section, we prove that any AC-operator T on a Hilbert space N with 
discrete spectrum of a specific type can be decomposed as a sum of a normal op-
erator N and a quasinilpotent operator Q such that NQ—QN is also a quasinilpo-
tent operator on N. Throughout this section, we shall need the strong operator 
topology (SOT) which is defined in ([11], p.37) as a topology on 13(N) induced 
by the family of seminorms {Px : x e N}, where p(T) =11 Tx 11 for T E 13(N). 
A sequence {T} of operators in 13(7-1) is said to be strongly operator convergent 
to T, or T -* T strongly, if 11 Tx - Tx -* 0 for all x E N. An infinite series of 
operators in 13(7-1) is said to be strong operator topology convergent (SOT con-
vergent), or converges strongly in 13(N), if its sequence of partial sums converges 
strongly in 8(N). The SOT convergence of an infinite series of operators on N 
will be denoted by st- E. We start with the following lemma which is required 
in the proof of the main result. 
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let T have an AC-functional calculus on J x K such that 
11 f(T) Il< MfflfIIAc(JxK) for all f E AC(J x K) 
and suppose that 
a(T) C J1 x K1 C J x K. 
Then T has an AC-functional calculus on J1 x K1 such that 
f(T) 11 < M!IfIJAC(JiXK1) for all f E AC(J1 x K1). 
Proof. Let f € AC(J1 x K1) be a polynomial, where J1 = [a1, b1 ] C [a, b] = J 
and K1 = [ci , d1 ] c [c, d] = K. Extend f continuously to f on J x K as follows: 
f (x, y) on [a1, b1 ] x [c1 , d1], 
f(ai,ci ) on [a,ai] x [c,ci ], 
f(ai ,di ) on [a,ai ] x [d1,d], 
f(bi ,c1) on [b1, b] x [c,ci ], 
f(bi;di) on [b1, b] x [di, d], 
f(a1,y) on [a,ai ] x [ci , di ] , 
f(b1,y) on [b1,bI x 
f(x,ci) on [ai,bi] x [c,ci ], 
f(x,di) on [ai,bi] x [d1, d]. 
This extension f of f is defined by taking the value of f at the boundary of 
[ai , b1 ] x [ci, d1 ] nearest to the point under consideration. Then f - f 	0 on 
J1 x K1 so, as in the proof of part (1) of Lemma 3.1.1, we can see that 
f(T) = f(T). 
Since I e AC(J x K), we have 
11 J(T) 	MIIffflAc(JXK). 
We want to prove that 
IHIIIIAC(JxK) = If IIIAc(JxK) 
so that 
f(T) 11=11 J(T) II 	MIIIJIIIAC(JXK) = MIIIfIIIAC(J1XK1), 
i.e., T has an AC-functional calculus on J1 x K1 with the required constant. The 
proof of the lemma will then be complete. 
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We have 




var j f(.,d) = sup 	f(x,d) - 
i=1 
= sup 	f (xi ,di ) —f(x_i,di ) 
2(Ji) i=1 
= varj1 f(., d1), 
Tn 
varKf(b,.) sup E I J(b,y) - 
 





varjX Kf= sup 
2(JxK) i=1 j=1 
where 
L j (f) = !(x, y) - J(x, Yj-i) - J(x_ 1, y) + J(x_1, yi). 
It is clear that z 3(f) = 0 on [a, a1] x [c, c1], [a, a1] x [d1, d], [b 1, b} x [c, ci] and 
[b 1,b] x [d1, d]. 
On [a, ai] x [ci, d1 ] and [b 1, b] x [ci, d1 ] we have 
= {J(x,y) - J(x_1,y)} + {J(Xj_i,yj_i) - J(x,y_1)} =0- 0. 
On [ai, b1] x [c,ci ] and [ai , bi] x [di , d] we have 
= {J(Xj,yj) - J(x,y_1)} + {J(x_1,y_1) - J(x_1,y)} =0. 
Thus, A (f) = 0 outside J1 x K1. Hence, using the fact that refining a particular 
partition will not decrease the corresponding sum E1= >I 	(f)l, we have 
fl 	777 
varJ X Kf= sup 
2(JxK) i=1 j=1 
n m 
= sup 
P(J1xK1) i=1 j=1 
= varJ1X K1 f. 
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Therefore, we have 
If IIIAC(JXK) = If d)I + varjJ(.,  d) + varK f(b,•) + varjX Kf 
= f(b1, di)I + varj1 f(., d1) + varK1 f(bl , .) + varJlX Kl f 
= 11ffflAc(J1XK1). 
I 
Suppose that for each n E N, P and Qn are projections on a Hubert space 7-1 
such that PnQm = QmPn for all n, m E N, PnPm = 0 for n m, st- ° P = I, 
QQm = 0 for n m and St- E'l  Qn = I. Suppose also that a = ) i < A2 < 
Tb, J = [a, b], and c = 	< P2 < ...... I d, K = [c, d]. Then, according 
to the proof of ([201, Lemma 1), A = st- >° AnPn, and B = st- >j '°  /,tnQn are 
two commuting well-bounded operators on R. So T = A + iB is an AC-operator 
on H. To find the spectrum of such an operator we need the following definition 
and lemma. 
Definition 4.1.1. Suppose that for each n, m E N, Xnm e N and that x E N. 
4 'OO We shall say that 2_m=1 2in=1 Xnm == X if given f > 0, there exist M0, No E N 
such that 
MN 
II >>xnm—xM<€ for all N>  No, M>Mo. 
m=1 n=1 
Notice that jf 	 = x, then by definition 	 X. 
Throughout the rest of this section, we shall denote by BV(N) the set of all 
sequences of scalars 	satisfying varN{/3fl} l < oo, where 
00 
varN{ fl } 1 = 	- n+1I, 
and denote by BV(N x N) the set of all sequences of scalars {I3nm} satisfying 
varNxN{/3nm } <00, where 
00 00 
varNxN{ nm} = E E nm - n+1,. - n,m+1 + n+1,m+1I 
n=1 m=1 
The set BV(N) was introduced in ([15], p.239). Note that if varN xN{/3flm } < 00 
and € > 0 is given, then there exists N E N such that 
var[N+1, ) x N{ nm} 
	
	 nm - n+1,m - n,m+1 + n+1,m+1l <€; 
n=N+1 m=1 
00 00 
varNx[N+1,){flm} = 	On. - n+1,m - n,m+1 + n+1,m+1I <e; 
n=1 m=N+1 
00 
var[N+1,00)x[N+1,00){/3nm} = 	 /3nm/3n+1,m43n,m+1+/3n+1,m+1I <€. 
n=N+1 in=N+1 
Lemma 4.1.2. Suppose that for each n E N, P and Q are projections on a 
Hubert space 7-1 such that PnQm = QmPn for all n, m E N, st- 	P, = I and 
St- 	Qn = I. Suppose also that the sequence {/3nm}  satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(j
fJ 11,2 lmfm= OO  i 	TT DIFJ\ -'  
e BV(N), 
{j3} e BV(N x N). 
Then 
00 CO 
(a) 	(>/3nmPnQmX) and j(j /3nmPnQm X) exist for all x E 7-1; 
m=1 n=1 	 n=1 m=1 
00 00 
(b) 	nmPnQmX exists and equals the two repeated sums in (a) for all x E H. 
m=1 n=1 
Notice that if {i3nm} = {/3n} E BV(N), then {I3nm} satisfies the conditions of 
00 	00 the above lemma, and hence st - EM=1 >=i /3nPnQm exists in 13(7-1). We shall 
use this in the proof of the main theorem of this section where {/3nm} = {A} E 
BV(N) or {/3nm} = {iim } E BV(N). 
n 	 m Proof. For each n,m EN, let A = > k=lk, A0 = 0, Bm = 	 = 0. 
Since {i3} 	E BV(N) and varN x N{I3nm } < 00, {/3nm}i e BV(N) for all 
m e N because varN{/3nm} i 	var{3,i} 	+ varNX N{/3flk}. Similarly, since 
{/31m}
00 
1 e BV(N) and varNxN{j8tm}  <00, {0nm}=1 e BV(N) for all n E N. 
Fix m e N. Abel's summation lemma gives 
N 	 N 
/3nrnPn = 	(I3nm 	n+l,m)An +/3zv+l,mAN for N = 1,2........ (4.1.1) 
n=1 	n=1 
Now st- P = I, so by the principle of uniform boundedness, the partial 
sums of the series > 	P are bounded in norm, i.e., the sequence {A} is 
bounded in norm. Since {I3nm} 	e BV(N) and {A} is bounded in norm, 
00 
=j()3mm - /3n+i,m)An is norm convergent. Since {/3Nm}  is convergent to 13m, 
say, as N . 00 ({/3Nm} is a Cauchy sequence because {I3nm}1  e BV(N)) and 
AN —* I strongly as N -* oo, the sequence {/3N+1,mAzy} converges strongly as 
N —* oo to /3m' in 8(7-1). Thus 	I3nmPn converges strongly and therefore, as 
N -* oo, (4.1.1) becomes 
00 	 00 
	
st nmPn = 	— n+i,m)An + mI. 	(4.1.2) 
Since (4.1.2) holds for all m E N and PnQm = QrnPn for all n, m E N, we get 
M 	00 	 M oo 	 M 
(st-E)3.mPnQm) = 	((/3nm — 13n+i,m)AnQm) + >'7ThQm• (4.1.3) 
712=1 	n=1 	 m=1 n=1 
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By applying Abel's lemma again, (4.1.3) gives 
M 	oo 	 Moo 
(5t>/3nmPnQm) = 	 - 13n+i,m) - (/3n,m+i /3n+i ,in+i )}AnBm ) 
M=1 	n=1 	 m=1 n=1 
	
00 	 M 
+ (/3n,M+1 - )3fl+1,M+1)A flBM +  
n=1 	 m=1 
+13M+1BM for 	= 1,2........  
By the principle of uniform boundedness, the sequence {Bm } is bounded in 
norm. Since varNxN{/3nm} < 00 and {A} and {Bm } are bounded in norm, 
00 	cc 
=1(>I=i{O3nm - 13n+i,m) - (/3.,M+1 - 13n+i,m+i)}AnBm) is norm convergent. 
Since 	1(I3,M+1 - )3fl+1,M+1)A fl is norm convergent and BM - I strongly 
as M — p oo, the sequence 	0 1(I3n,M+1 - /3n+1, M+1)An BM converges strongly 
as M -* oo. Since {/3nm}i  e BV(N) for all n e N with a uniform (in n) 
bound on its BV(N) norm because varNxN{/3nm } < oo and {/3nm}r1 " O n as 
n -* 00, it follows that 0m}00 E BV(N). Since {/3m} 	E BV(N) and {Bm } 
is bounded in norm, >_i(/3m - /3m i-i)Bm is norm convergent. Since {/3M}  is 
convergent and BM -* I strongly as M - oo, the sequence {/3M+1BM} converges 
strongly in 8(7-C). Therefore, I3nmPnQm)  converges strongly in 8(7-C). 
- oo / -oo Similarly, we can see that Le=it2im=i  I3nrn1nQm) converges strongly in 8(7-C). 
Now, fix x  7-C and let Z =i(Ii/9nmPnQmX).  We want to show that 
given E > 0, there exist M0, No E N such that 
MN 







=Il>( E /3nmPnQmX)+ 
M=1 m=N+1 
M oo 
II 	/3nmPnQmX) II + 
m=1 n=N+1 
00 	00 





Abel's summation lemma gives 
N I 	 N1 
nmPn = 	(nm - ) n+i,m)An + N'+1,mAN1 - N+1,mAN for N' > N + 1. 
n=N+1 	n=N+1 
As N' ' °o, {/3iv'-I-1,mAN'} " /3m' Thus, since 	° /3P converges strongly, 
we have 
00 	 00 
st- 	 = 	(/3nm - /3n+i,m)An + 13m1 - 13N+1,mAN. 
n=N+1 	n=N+1 




M 00 	 M 	 M 
= 	(/3nm - 13n+i,m)AnQmX) + I3mQmX - 	13N+1,mi4NQmX 
m=1 n=N+ 1 	 M=1 	M=1 
M 00 
= 	( E {(/3nm - i3n+i,m) - (/3n,m+1 - /3n+i,m+i ) IA. Bmi) 
M=1 n=N+1 
00 	 M 
+ E (/3n,ivi+i - /3n+1,M+1)AnBMX + E (13m /3m+i )-BmX 
n=N+1 	 m=1 
+ M+1BMX - N+1,M+1ANBMX - (N+1,m - N+1,m+1)ANBmX 
M=1 
M 00 
= 	{('3nm - i3fl+,) - (/3n,m+i - )3n+i,m+i)}AnBmX) 
M=1 n=N+1 
00 
+ 	 - n+1,M+1)AnBMX + BM(M+1I - N+1,M+1AN)X 
n=N+1 
M 	 M 
+ - 13m+i)Bm(1 - AN)x + AN >{(13m - 3m+i) - (/3N+1,m - /N+l,m+l)}BmX 
M=1 	 m=1 
Let c > 0 be given. Since {A} 1 and {Bm } i are bounded in norm, there 
exists K > 0 such that 
IIAIIK for all mENand  11Bm lI<K for all mE1 
Since m_i(>i/3nmPnQm) converges strongly in 13(7-1), there exists M1 E N 
such that 
II >i: (>/3nmPnQmX)  1k: for all M> M1. 
m=M+1 n=1 
Since varNxN{/3nm } < 00, there exists N1 E N such that 
C 
var[N+1,00)XN{/3mm} 
< 20K2 II X  II for all N> N1. 
Since varN{6fl,1} l < oo, there exists N2 E N such that 
€ 
< 20K2 IIx for all N > N2. 
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Since for each M e N, {/3N+1,M+1} —p /3iii as N —p cc and !3M+1 - 1, say, 
as M —p cc (because varN{!3M+1} < cc), it follows that {13N+1,M+1} - 3 as 
N - cc and M —p cc. Since {AN} - I strongly as N —p cc, the sequence 
{ /3iv+i,ivi+i Aiv } - /31 strongly as N - cc and M - cc. Thus, there exist 
N3 C N and M2 E N such that 
/3X - 	 <Jk for all N> N3 and for all M> M2. 
Since 13M+1 —* /3 as M —p cc, there exists M3 E N such that 
E 
11 x 11 for all M>M3. 
Since {AN} - I strongly as N --~ cc, there exists N4 E N such that 
11 x — ANxI< 	
E 	
for all N>N4. 
10K varN{/3m} i 
Let No = max{N1, N2, N3, N41 and M0 = max{Mi, M2, M3}. Then, if N> No 
and M> M0, we have 
M 00 
1 	( T, /3nm PnQmX) 
m=1 n=N+1 
M oo 
( T, I(/3nm — /3n+i,m) — (/3n,m+i - /3n+i,m+i)I 1 An 1111 Bm 1111 x ID 
m=1 n=N+1 
00 
+ E I/3n,i+i — /3n+1,M+1I II A 	BM 	x II + II BM III 	- /3N+1,M+1ANX 
n=N+1 
+I/3m/3m+iI IBm 1111 XANX 11 
m=1 
+11 AN II E I0m — /3m+1) 	(/3N+1,,. — /3N+1,m+1)l 11 B. 1111 X II 
7fl1 
<K2 II x II 
+ K2 11 x II var[N+1,){/3fl,M+1} + K II /3M+1X — 13N+1,M+1ANX 
+ KvarN{/3m}i II x - ANX II +K 
2 11 x II var[N+1,c,o)xN{I3nm} 
K2 II x 11 var[N+1,)xN{/3nm} 
+ K2 11 a; 11 (var[N+1,)1)3fl,1} + Var[N+1,00)xN{/3nm}) 
+K(II 13X-13N+l,M+1ANX II + II 13M+1I-131 1111 x II) 
+ K varN{/3m}1 II x - ANX II +K2 II x II 
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;M YJ E 3nmPnQmX) 11+ 
m=1 n=N+1 
<+=E. 




Now we prove the main theorem of this chapter which decomposes any AC-
operator on N with discrete spectrum of a certain type as a sum of a normal oper-
ator N and a quasinilpotent operator Q such that NQ—QN is also quasinilpotent. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Suppose that for each n E N, P, and Qn are projections on a 
Hubert space N such that PnQm = QmPn for all n, m E N, PnPm = 0 for n m, 
st- >° P,- = I, QQm = 0 for n m and st- >° Qn = I. Suppose also that 
a=A1<A2< ...... tb, J_—[a,b], and c= 1 < 2 < ...... Id,K=[c,dI, 
so that A = st- 	AP and B = st- >'°PnQn are two commuting well-bounded 
operators on N and so T = A + iB is an AC-operator with functional calculus 
satisfying 
f(T) ll~ M IlIfIHAc(JK) for all f E AC(J X K). 
Then T has a canonical decomposition T = N + Q, where N is a normal operator 
and Q is a quasinilpotent operator. Moreover, NQ - QN is quasinilpotent. 
Proof. Notice that {A,} 	e BV(N) and {Jm 00 }i e BV(N). So by Lemma 4.1.2, 
V.' 00 V.°° we have st- n=l 	 )'n PmQm and st- L_n=1 i_jm=i/m1'mQm exist in 13(7-1). 
Thus, we have 
00
00 
T=A+iB = (StAnPn)+i(StI mQm ) 
n=1 	 m=1 
	
00 	 00 
= (st- T.A Fn) (st- E Qrn) + i(st- E P) (st- E AmQm) 
n=1 	 m=1 	 n=1 	m=1 
00 00 00 CO 
/ mPnQm ) (by Lemma 4.1.2) 
n=1 m=1 	 n=1 m=1 
00 00 
st- 	+ ipm )PnQm 
n=1 m=1 
00 00 
= st- L L 'YnmPnQm, where 'Ynm = A + /Lni . 
n=1 m=1 
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First, we want to prove that 
u(T) = {7nm : PnQm O}. 
Let no, m0 E N be such that PnoQmo 0. Then there exists x0 E 7i such that 
P 0Q, 0 x0 0. Since T = st- 	j=i 7nmPnQm, we have T(PnoQmo ) = 
'ynomo (PnoQmo X). So 7nomo  e o,, (T) C o'(T). Since no, m0 E N are arbitrary such 
that PnoQmo 0, and a(T) is closed, we have 
IN.: PnQm 01 C a(T). 
Now, we want to prove that 
a(T) C {7nm : PnQm 01. 
Suppose that = A + i1a 0 {'ynm : PnQm 0}. Then either = 'ynorno with 
PnoQrno = 0 or 'y is a boundary point for {'y : PnQm = 0} or there exists an 
€ > 0 such that 
- 7nmI > € for all 'Ynm 
We want to show that in all cases 'y 0 a(T), i.e., ('y - T) 1 exists in B(7-1). 
Let 'y be such that there exists an c > 0 satisfying 
7 - 7nmI > € for all 7nm 
Setting I3nrn = (7 - 7nm) 1  and doing some calculations, we get 
00 00 
varNxN{ nm} = 	nm - n+1,m 	n,m+1 + n+1,m+1l 
n=1 m=1 
<C(b - a)(d - c) <00, where C = 
2171 + 21b+idl 
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Similarly, we can show that {/31m}, {3} E BV(N). Hence, by Lemma 4.1.2, 
00 00 
III 
I3nmPnQmX exists for all x E 
m=1 n=1 	 - 
Then we can easily see that 
(7_ T)' = st 	nmPnQm E 	i.e., 	u(T). 
n=1 rn=1 
Let 7 = 7nomo with PnoQmo = 0. Decompose 7- as follows: 
MP 
U 
Then, as before, 	=i(7nomo - 'ynmY'PnQmX exists for all x e 7-1 and 
co 	00 
z'n=no+i zm=i('nomo - /nm)'T'nQm X exists for all x E H. Also, since T = 
St- > 	'ynmPnQm and PnoQmo = 0, we have 
	
00 	 mo—i 	 oo 
TP 07-1 = st- E ymomPnoQm = St- E 'Ynorn1noQrn + St- 	YnomPnoQm. 
m=i 	 m=1 	 m=mo+i 
Then, also as before, 
mo—i 	 00 
(ynomo —Nom) 	 exists for all x e R. 
m=i 	 m=mo+1 
Thus, ('ynomo - T) 1 e 13(7-1) and hence 'Ynomo  V cr(T). 
(3) If -/ is a boundary point of {'Ynm : PnQm = 0}, then we can show that 'y u(T) 
in the same way as in case (2). 
Therefore, 
a(T) = { ynrn : PnQm  =h 0}. 
Let -yn = A + id, Jm = b + ip n and r = b + id and let 
S = {'ynm : ', m E N}. 
Note that 
S = {y : n,m E N}U{'y : n E N}U{6m : m  N}U{i}. 
Also, notice that u(T) C S is discrete of a special type so that we can order 
the elements of S to get a corresponding increasing sequence of R,, C S which 
will give an increasing sequence of local spectral subspaces XT(R). Then the 
orthogonal projections E., onto XT(R) will give us the spectral measure we need 
to define the normal operator N. Define the total order - on S as follows: 
222324 23242 	...............82 
733 	734 	735 	'Y3 	743 	753 	............... 
kk 7k,k+i 	 k+i,k k+2,k k+3,k 	 Jk 
b+id. 
Given 'y E 5, let R = {'y' E S : 	'y}. Because of the discrete nature of 5, 
each R is a closed subset of C. In fact, we have the following cases (where we 
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identify C with R2 for simplicity). 
If -y e S is such that y 	'yij, then R-1 = {'y11,'y12," ,'yij}.  
If -y  e S is such that -y = 'yjj, j > i, then 
= [{A, A2, 	, A 11 x 	2, ......} U {d})} U [({A1, A2, ......} U {b}) 
x {[t', p27" 	U [{A} x {, 	, 
If -y e S is such that -y = , then 
= [{A1, A2,•• , A, A} x ({', A2, ......} U {d})] 
U [({A1, A2, ......} U {b}) x {t', /L2, 	, 
If -y e S is such that 'y = yjj, j <i, then 
= [{A1, A2, 	A} x ({pi, A2, ......} U {d})] U [({A 1 , A 2, ......} U {b}) 
x {t1, 	, 	'}] U [{A + , 	, A} x {t}] 
= Ryj  U [{A + , A 2, ... , A} x {}]. 
If -y e S is such that 'y = = b + ipj , then 
R5 = [{A1, A2,•• , A} x ({P1,  /12, ......} U {d})] 
u[({A1,A2 ....... }u{b}) x {/11,/22, 
(6) If -y =q = b+id, then R = S. 
Define 
x_y = clm{PnQmN 	y} for -y E S. 
We want to prove that in each of the above 6 cases we have 
X.,=XT(R)={xEfl:aT(x)CR,}. 
Case 2. Suppose that 'y  E S is such that 'y = Yjojo with jo > io. We want to 
prove that 
Ix E 7L : 0T(X) C R..)030 } = X 00 = cfrn1PnQm?1 : 
Let x e 7-1 be such that 
x E 	clm{PnQm7-1 : Ynm Yzojo}. 
We want to show that x E XT(R100), i.e., UT(X) C 
me 
Fix z E Rc. . Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
' O2O 
z—'y 3 >8for1<i<io -_1andfora1ljEN, 
z —'yjj >6for 1 <j <i0 -1 and for all i E N, 
and 
	
l z— ,Yioj l >6 for 1 < j 	< j0- 
Define f : V5 -p 7-1, where V5 = {w e C: 1w - zl <6} is a neighbourhood of z in 
RC . 
Y2030
, as follows: 
00 
 f(w) = 	
PiQx +Y  P2Qix + 
	
PQx + 
	PQx + ......... 
- 'Yij 	i=2 	- 'Yil j=2 ^/2j i=3 W - Yj 
CO 	 00 Qj x 
 +	 + 	 + 	 for all w e V5. 
j=i01 w - 'Yio—i,j .. W - 'Yi,i0—i .. W - Yio,j 
Then f : V5 -* 7-1 is analytic and 
(w - T)f(w) 
00 00 
= j 	
(w - ynm)PnQm fz(w) 
n=1 m=1 
00 00 	 00 	 00 00 	 00 
=- nm)PnQm( 
Qx + 	
(w - nm)PnQm( 	PiQ1X) 
n=1 m=1 	 j=1 
W - 'Yij n=1 m=1 	 i=2 w - 'Yii 
.......... 
00 00 	 00 	 00 00 	 J0 
+(w7nm)PnQm( PQ01x )+(w—nm)PnQm( 	
PiOQJX) 
n=1 m=1 	 i=io W - 'Yi,i0-i 	n=1 m=i 	 =jo 
W - Yj O j 
00 	 00 	 00 	 00 
= - im)QmPi( 
Qx + 
(w - 	Fix 
m=1 	 j=1 W - 'Yi3 	n=1 	 i2 
W - 'Yil 
.......... 
00 	 00 	 00 	 70 
 QjX  + (w - 	
Px 
,0 + 
	- 'yio,m) Pi, Qrn( 
______ 
- '722-1 n=1 	 i=io 	 m=1 	 w - 'Yio,j 
= X. 
Hence, there exists an analytic function f : V5 —p 7-1 such that 
(w—T)f(w)=x for all wEVöCR0 . 
Therefore, z aT (x), and x e XT  (R 00 ). Hence, X 00 C XT(R Ø0 ) 
Now, let x e X(R100 ), i.e., UT(X) C R 030 . So, if i > io and j > i0, or i = i0 
and j > jo, then 7ij  E PT (x). 
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Thus, there exist analytic functions f : Vij -4 7-1, where V j is a neighbourhood 
of fjj such that 
(t - T)f(t) = x for all t E V. 
We want to show that 
x EX-
YOiO 
= clm{PnQm7-I 'Ynm 'Yiojo}. 
If not, then there exist Pk, Qmo (k0 > i0 and m0 ~! io, or ko = io and m0 > JO) 
such that Pk0 Qm0 X=h 0. 
Since 
('Ykomo - T)fkom0 ('ykomo ) = 
we have 00 00 




PkoQmo ( 	('yicomo - ynm) P77Qm (fkomo ('ykomo))) = PkoQmo X, 
n=1 m=1 
which implies that 
0 = ('Ykomo - 7komo)PkoQmo(fkomo('Ykomo)) = Pk0 Qm0 X =A 0, 
a contradiction. Hence, 
X e X.
riojo 
 = clm{PnQm fl N. 'Ytojo}. 
Therefore, 
XT(R.),) = {x e 7-1 : cTT(X) C 
The proof of the other cases is similar to the proof of case 2 and will be omitted. 
Now, let E y be the orthogonal projection of 7-1 onto Xy = XT(R.-). Then 
since we have 
J? C R1 for 'y 
by Theorem 1.2.1(i) it follows that 
XT(R) C XT(R') for ^/ 'y'. 
Thus 
<E),' for 'y 	'y'. 
Therefore, we have 
E 11 <E 12 	E 13 <E 14 < ... < E 1 < E 21 <E 31 < ......... < 
<E 22 <E 23 <E 24 	... < E 2 <E 32 <E 42 < .........< 
.........<E 3 
< ............ 
E Ykk  :!~ E7kk+l 	•.. 	E Yk 	E k+lk 	E 2, 	......... 
< ............ 
<E = Eb+d = I. 
So we can define Fij as follows: 
ifi=j=1, 
- E 1 if i = j > 1, 
F3 = ifi=j+1, 
ifi>j+1, 
— if i < i. 
Then Fij are commuting mutually disjoint orthogonal projections and 
clm 3{Fh} = 'H. 
Define E : Ec —+ 13(7-1), where EC is the a-algebra of Borel subsets of C, as 
follows: 
= 	F3. 
We claim that EE is a spectral measure defined on the Borel subsets of C. In fact, 
E() is an orthogonal projection for each A e 	(0) = 0, (C) = I, and using 
the disjointness property of the projections Fij we have, for any Al, A2 E 
= 	Fnm. E F3 = 	F k 	 fl 2). 
'YnmEi 	Y8tE'2 	'YkE1fl2 
If {z} 1 is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets in 	then 
:(U 1 k) 	 Fnm = 	 Fnm) = 
nmEU ° 1 k 	 k1 '7nmEk 	 k1 
Hence, EE is a spectral measure on the Borel subsets of C, and therefore 
N = f(d) = 
ij 
is a normal operator. 
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Now, we want to prove that Q = T - N is quasinilpotent. We have 
= ) + id, X, = P17-(, and E 1 = the orthogonal projection onto X.)1 . 
Let 
T111 = TX 1  
and let 
X21  
Since X' = X = XT(R- I ) is T-invariant, T can be represented by the matrix 
T IT1'1 T1121 = 
L0T2i 
relative to this decomposition of 7-1, where we put T2 = T 2 for simplicity of no-
tation. 
Since T is an AC(J x K)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T has 
the SVEP and R = {a} x (Lui, 12, ......} U {d}) C C is a closed set for which 
the space X, = XT(R 11 ) is closed. So by Theorem 1.2.2, 
(TX,) C R. n a(T) C 1711,712,713,714 . ...... } U {'y}. 
But 
TIX)l =T1, 
so we have 
U(Till ) C {'yll,'y12,'y13,'y14 ....... }u{'yi}. 
Since T is an AC(J x K)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T is 
decomposable and R = {a} x ({ii, /2, ...... } U {d}) C C is a closed set and 
hence by Theorem 1.2.6, 
cr(T/X.1 ) C o-(T)\R.71 , 
where T/X..1 is the operator induced by T on the quotient space 7-(/X. But 
T/X.1 T2, so we have 
Or(T2) C 1721,731,_Y41,751 . ...... } U {8} 
U 1722, 723, 724, 725, ...... } U {'y2}  U 1732, 742, 752, ...... } U {62 } 
U......... 




Also, we have 
51 = b+i 1,X 1 = (P1+Q1 —P1Q1)7-1 and E 1 = the orthogonal projection onto 
Let 
X = E 1 7-1,X = (E61 - E 1 )7-( and X = (E - E51 )71. 
Then 
71=XEXEBX. 
Since X? = X 	E-1 7-1 = XT (R) and X?  X = X51 = XT (R51) are T- 
invariant, T can be represented by the matrix 
T 1  T2  12 -'131 
T=[O T2 T23 
0 OT3 j 






C2 — 	rr'21. 
-' 22J 
Since X? X 	= X 1  = XT(R51 ) is T-invariant, 7-1 can be decomposed as 
7-1=X61 eXj, 
and relative to this decomposition of 7-I, the operator T can be represented by 
the matrix 
T = [C2 * ] . 
0T3  
Thus 
C2 = TX 1  = TXT (R, 1 ). 
Since T is an AC(J x K)-scalar operator, by Remark 1.2.1 the operator T has 
the SVEP and XT(R51 ) is closed. Thus by Theorem 1.2.2, 
= u(TIXT (R51 )) C Ril fl a(T) C {'yii,'yi,'yi,'yi, ......} U {'yi} 
U {'y21,'y31,'y41,'y51 ....... } U {6i}. 
Now, using the last statement of Theorem 1.2.2, we have 
0T(X) = cyTpc(R5 )(x) = ac2(x) for all x E XT(R51 ). 
Thus, Xc2 (R-,1 ) = XT (R. 1 ) X 1 . 
Since 	
IT111 T12 21 x51 = 	X and C2 
= L 0 T 2]' 
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we have T 2 C2/X on the quotient space X51 /X 1. By Theorem 1.2.5, C2 is 
an AC(J x K)-scalar operator, so it is decomposable and R is a closed subset 
of C. Hence by Theorem 1.2.6, 
=0'(C21X-yi)= a(C2/Xc2 (R 1 )) C 
C {21,31,41,51, ......}u{81 }. 
Since T3 T/X51 on the quotient space 7- /X51 , by Theorem 1.2.6 we have 
cx(T3) = cr(T/Xö1 ) = a(T/XT (R51)) C a(T)\Rs1  
C 1'221y23,y24,725, ...... }u{'y2} U{'y32,'y42,'y52, ......}u{ 2} 
U......... 
U {kk k,k+1, k,k+27 k,k+31 ......} U {} U {k+1,k, k+2,k, k+3,k, ......} U {} 
U......... 
U{b+id}. 
Then, continuing in this way we get at the 2kth  step 
2k 	'v2k 
= X 	X 	...... X2, '2k+1 
and X 	X 	...... 	j2k is T-invariant for j = 1,2........ 2k and hence, 
relative to this decomposition of 7-i, the operator T can be represented by the 
matrix 
T111 	* 	... 	... 	* 
T 2 * 
T= 
OUT33 * 




C {jj, 	Yi,i+2, 'Yi,i+3, ......} U {'y} for i = 1, 2,•• , k, 
o(T 2 ) C 	7i+2,i, 'Yi+3,i, 'Yi+4,i, ......} U {8} for i = 1, 	, k, 
0'(T2k+l) c {'yk+l,k+l, 7k+1,k+21 'Yk+1,k+37 'Yk+1,k+45 ......} U {yk+1} 
U {'yk+2,k+1, 'Yk+3,k+1, 'Yk+4,k+17 ......} U {8i+} 
U ......... U{b+id}. 
Now, decompose P17-I as follows: 
P1h = E )117( ED (E 1 - E 11 )7-i = X, (X n X 1 ) = (F11?-t) (F117-1) -. 71 
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Let 
T" = TX 11 . 
Since X 11 = XT(R 11 ) is T-invariant, we have 
p11 p11 
T' - 	£ 12 
0 T' 1  
11 = T to simplify the notation later. Then using Theorems 1.2.2 where we let T2 
and 1.2.6, we get 
a(Tu) C {'yn}, 
and 
C {'yi, 'Y13, 'Y14, ......} U {'y}. 
Continuing in this way, we get at the eh  step 
T" 	* 	... 	... 	... * 
T' 2 * 	 * 
T'— 
o 0 T13  
11 - 




a(T1 ) C {y} for  = 1,2,••• , 
and 
C {'yi,e+i, 'Yi,t+21 'Y1,e+31 .. .... } U {'y}. 
Similarly, we get 
T21  * ... ... ... * 
o T31  * * 
0 0 T4' * • * 2 _ 
T22 
o TEl ......0 * 
0 oI1 ... ... ... 
where 
C {yi} for i 
and 
0(T/) C {'YE+i,l, 'YE+2,17 'YE+3,17 ......} U 
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Therefore, in general we have, for i = 1, 2, ......, k, 
	
* 	 * 
Ti,z+ * 	 * 
T22_l - 0 0 Ti,2+2  2i-1,2i-1 - 	. . 	. . . 	. . . 
... ... 0 T * 
O 	 0 	Tif 1] 
where 
a(T 1 ) C {'yj} for  =i,i+1,i+2, 	, 
and 
0'(T 1) C {j,+i, i,t+2, 7i,C+3, ...... } U 
and 
* 	 * 
T 2' * 	 * 
rp2i - 0 	0 	* 	* 
-'- 2i,2i - 	... . . . . . . 
0 T * 
•.. 
where 
u(T)C{y3 } for j=i+l....... .  
and 
u(2P/ 4) C {'ye+i,, 'Th+2,i, 'Y+3,i, ...... } U {5}. 
Let € > 0 be given. Choose 3> \/ such that 
M 	
2 \/ 	2/ 	
1 
where M is the constant defined in the statement of the Theorem. 
Since A b and Pm 1' d, we can choose an even integer Ar e N and a rectangular 
partition of J x K into subrectangles such that each subrectangle contains at 
most one point of {'yj3 : 1 < i, j < JV} and such that 
so that 
(b + id) - nm I <min{, 4 T 	for all n, m > . 
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Since Q = T - N and N 	 we have 
a(Q) c a(T" - N") U .........U cr(T" 	- N's) 
,'m1Jf U 7TLA1 - 
U a(T' - N2') U .........U 	- NMI) 
U 	imA1A 	I 
 irjV1 - 
U .................. 
U 	- N"') U a(TM I'M - 
U a(Tji," - 
U a(T'' - N" 1) U a - V+i 
U a(Tv_i - Nr_i ). 
We know that 
o-(T - N) = {O} for all 1 < ij <f• 
So in order to see that Q is quasinilpotent, we need to prove the following: 
a(T, - Ni,) C {: l 	c} for i = 1,... , JV - 1, 
a(Tjf 1 —Nj 1) C {'y: 'yl < €} for i= 1,... ,Af_1, 
(T jr_1 - N_,) C {'y: 171 
(1) Fix iE{1 ........ f-1}. Then 
- 'yI,) C {'yj,+i - 7i, 7i,N+2 - 7i, 7,N+3 - ...} U {'yj - 
C {O} x [uj.j—d,O]. 
Since T) 	 has an AC-functional calculus on (J x K) - 'y, and 1 - 'yIT  
- 7IjX 1) C {O} x 	- d, 0], 
by Lemma 4.1.1 it follows that TJ 1 - 	has an AC-functional calculus on 
{0} x [- - d, 0] such that 
II f(T 	—'yI,) II MIIIIIIIAC({o}x[1,N _d,o]) for all f e AC({ 0} x [v — d,0]). 
Fix 'y E C such that 'y I  > €. Since 
fo(z) = ('y - z)' is in AC(101 x [r - d, 0]), 
we have 
II [' - ( T 1 - 	i3/,)]' ll 	MlllfoIlIAc({o}X[_d,o]). 
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But 








h'i Jw— d (1-Y - tD2 





<[+ 	+ (/3)3i 
/31 
Thus, 
( - (T1 --Yi 	11< € 
Since NV{, is a normal operator, we have 
11 Nj1 - 	 - 	 :!~ Iir - d! 
Hence, 
( - (T - 	I))' (N
2.f 1 - 	 if! !< 1. 
Thus, 	
- ('y - (T 1 - i))' (Nj 1 - is invertible. Hence 
- (T 	- N 1) = 	- ((TAr - 	 + (7I 1
Ar 
- Nj 1)) 
= ('y - (T 1 - 'yij41)) (Ij1 - (y - (T1 - 	 - NjY1)) 
is invertible. Therefore, 'y 	- NV{,), and (1) is proved. 
is very similar to (1). 
We have 
T 1 - Ng 1 = (Tvi - 77l2J&r1) + (17I2jr-1 - 
u(T.jv _i ) c {'y i >J\f,j >Af} u{7 : i >j'f} U 16 : j >j'f} U{b+id} 
c [..\f!, b] X [f!, d] 
and 
a(N-i) C {'yij : i > JV,j > JV} U 1-yi > Arl U 15j 	N} U {b+id} 
c [Af!,b] x [/.tf!,d]. 
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So 
- N_ 	 - N_ 1) 
and 
	
- 	C [AA- - b, 0] x 	- d, 0], 
and by Lemma 4. 1.1 it follows that T_ 1 - 7712,V-1 has an AC-functional calculus 
on J1 x K1 = [ Aj - b, 01 x 	- d, 0]. 
Suppose that 1-yj > E. Then 
- (T 	- N 1) 
= (ny- (Tr-1 - iIr_)( (Ijr_ - ('y- (Tr-1 - Ij 1)) 1(7]I2J r_ 1 - N2jr_1)) 
is invertible if 
(-Y '7' 	 T 	\\11 T 	 \ - ( - l]12Af1)) 	 TtT - 1VAf_1) 11 < 1. 
Since 	- Nr_1  Jj< 	we only need to prove that 
(- (T 	- '-'))-' 11< 
to complete the proof that Q is quasinilpotent. 
Since fl(z) = ('y - z) is in AC(J1 x K1), we have 
II fi(TAr_i - 7/I2Ar_1) 	Mllf1IlAc(J1xK1), 
so 
(- (T_1 - j))_1 < MIIIf1IIIAC(J1xK1). 
But, 
° 9f 
IHJ1IHAC(J1xK1 ) = '
fi(O,O)'+JAAr-b 	
(s,0)ds+JAAr-d  





2d3+ fd7 t I 2dt+ ffKI 	
dsdt 
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[ - (T1 - Ii)I' 
and the proof that Q is quasinilpotent is complete. 
Finally, we want to prove that NQ - QN is quasinilpotent. We have 
NQ-QN=NT-TN= 
diag{N' 1T" - T"N", ......, N'T' - T'N'", 
iT1A/ pljV rplPf 	ii 1.N 
1VJ.+li+l - Ar+1 M+11 
N21T 21 - T 21 N21 , ...... , NX17W1- 7"11NWI' 
71!i1 	.iVl rj- Af 1 	jjV1 
lv.AJr+1 A+i - jV+11 Jv+1' 
N 1''T'' 	- T 1''N'"', 
i'Ar 	- T"N 1' Ar  , 
?TN 1,JVT.W_1,JV 71./V 1N 
1VJ+ Af+1 - f+i f+i 
N"T" 	- T''N", 
N 	'T'' 1'' N""' .V+i .iV+1 - J/+i 	.M+i 
N_1T_1 - Tj_i Nj_i }. 
Now T'13 = 	 and T 1, T'f4 1 and TV-1 are compressions of T, so 
the norm of each one of them is <11 T 11 . Hence, we have 
r(N'jT'i - T'-"N"'-") = 0 < €, 
2Ar 	iN r.riJf r(N 1TJ 1 - T 1 N 1) < Nj 1T c1 - TJ -+l JvN+l  1 
=11 (Nj 1 - 	+ TJ1('y - N 1) 
<2IN' I - 	N+i 	i IN 1N+, 1 
iN =2r(N 1 -'y) ITN +l  1 
<2N - dl 11 T 11 
€ 
4 11 T 11 
m(NTNi 	N+i1N+ - 	N+i - N+ i Ar+1 J 	l < NT 	
f  
= 	 I 
II NAr' 	III T1
Ari 
II 
= 2r(N1 - 	TJ 1  II 
<2IAN - bI 11 T II 
<2 6 llTIkz€ 4 11T 11 
im 
uI 
r(NiTi - Tr 1 N2j1) < I IN1T1 - T 1 N 1  
<2 11 N 1 - (b+id) 1111 Tr1 (I 
= 2r(N_i - (b + id)) 11 T 1  
4 11 T 11 
Hence, NQ - QN is quasinilpotent. 
4.2 General AC-Operators 
In this section we discuss different approaches for extending the main result of 
the previous section to any AC-operator on N. In particular, we attempt to prove 
the following apparently difficult conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.2.1. Any AC-operator T on a Hubert space N can be decomposed 
in a canonical way as T = N + Q, where N is a normal operator and Q is a 
quasinilpotent operator such that NQ - QN is also quasinilpotent. 
The main problem here is the nonexistence of a total order on a(T) if u(T) 
is not discrete. Thus it is not clear how to find a family of subspaces of N so 
that the orthogonal projections on them might give a spectral measure as in the 
preceding section to define the normal operator N on N. On the other hand, 
there are some total orders on a(T) if u(T) is not discrete which will give a 
spectral measure which we need to define the normal operator N but will not 
allow us to squeeze 	-N) in a rectangle which is small enough to prove 23 	2_7 
that Q = T - N is quasinilpotent. We also considered the situation when one of 
the two commuting well-bounded operators which define the AC-operator has a 
discrete spectrum and the other one has a non-discrete spectrum but even in this 
case there are difficulties. 
Also, as in the previous chapter we ask when the sum of a normal operator and 
a quasinilpotent operator on N is an AC-operator. Of course, in general, the sum 
of a normal operator and a quasinilpotent operator on N is not an AC-operator. 
In fact, Example 3.3.1 is an example of a normal operator and a quasinilpotent 
operator on N whose sum is not an AC-operator. However, Theorem 3.3.1 can 
be generalised to AC-operators as follows: 
Theorem 4.2.1. If N is a normal operator on N and Q is a nonzero quasinilpo-
tent operator on N such that NQ = QN, then T = N + Q is not an AC-operator 
on R. 
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Proof. Since N is normal, N can be expressed uniquely as N = H + iK where H 
and K are self-adjoint and HK = KH. Since NQ = QN, we have (H + iK)Q = 
Q(H + iK). So by [18], HQ = QH and KQ = QK. Since T = N + Q = 
H+iK+Q,we have HT=TH, KT_—TK and QT=TQ. 
If T were an AC-operator, then there would exist two commuting well-bounded 
operators A and B such that T = A + iB, and by Theorem 1.1.4, any operator 
S E B(h) commuting with T = A + iB must commute with A and B. Hence 
HA=AH,KB=BK and QA=AQ. 
Now, since H is a scalar-type spectral operator on 7-1 with real spectrum such 
that AH = HA, by ([20]-, Theorem p.171) we know that A - H is well-bounded. 
Similarly, since K is a scalar-type spectral operator on 7-1 with real spectrum such 
that BK = KB, by ([20], Theorem p.171) we know that K - B is well-bounded. 
We have A+iB = H+iK+Q, soA—H—Q =i(K—B). Since Qis 
a quasinilpotent that commutes with A - H and A - H is well-bounded, we 
have a(A - H - Q) = a(A - H) c R. Hence cr(i(K - B)) C R and so o(K - 
B) C ilR. However, o-(K - B) C R since K - B is well-bounded. Therefore, 
cr(K - B) = {0}, showing that K - B is a quasinilpotent well-bounded operator. 
Hence K - B = 0. Thus A - H - Q = 0, which implies that Q = A - H is a 
well-bounded quasinilpotent operator and so Q = 0 which is a contradiction to 
our assumption that Q 34 0. Therefore, T cannot be an AC-operator. 	LI 
Next, we prove a stronger version of the previous theorem using the fact that 
the property of being an AC-operator is invariant under a similarity transforma-
tion. 
Theorem 4.2.2. If  is a scalar-type spectral operator on 7-1 and Q is a nonzero 
quasinilpotent operator on 7-1 such that SQ = QS, then T = S + Q is not an 
AC-operator on H. 
Proof. Since S is a scalar-type spectral operator on 7-1, it is similar to a normal 
operator N on 7-1, i.e., S = VNV' for some invertible operator V on H. Since 
T = S+Q, we have V'TV = N+V'QV. Now V'QV is a nonzero quasinilpo-
tent operator that commutes with N, so by the previous theorem V'TV is not 
an AC-operator. Therefore, T is not an AC-operator on R. 	 LI 
The following result shows that the converse to Theorem 3.2.1 is not true in 
general. 
Theorem 4.2.3. If U is a unitary operator on 7-1 and Q is a nonzero quasinilpo-
tent operator on 7-1 such that UQ = QU, then T = U(Q + I) is not a trigonomet-
rically well-bounded operator on R. 
Proof Since UQ = QU, by ([8], Corollary 3 p.19) we have 
0 < r(UQ) <r(U)r(Q) = 0, so r(UQ) = 0, i.e., UQ is quasinilpotent. 
Since U is unitary, U is normal and so the sum U + UQ cannot be an AC-
operator by Theorem 4.2.1 and therefore by Theorem 1.1.5, T = U + UQ cannot 
be a trigonometrically well-bounded operator. 	 E 
Chapter 5 
Operators with an 
AC2-Functional Calculus on 
Let T = M + V, where Mtf(t) = tf(t) and Vf(t) = f0t f(s)ds with f defined 
on [0, 1]. It has been shown by Ringrose ([341, p.631) that T is a well-bounded 
operator as an operator acting on L'([O, 1]). In the present chapter we consider 
the operator T = M+V as an operator acting on L2([0, 1]). We shall replace the 
L' norm by the L2 norm of the derivative in the definition of the AC norm and 
call the new norm an AC2 norm and introduce the notion of operators with an 
AC2-functional calculus as a generalisation of operators with an AC-functional 
calculus, i.e., the well-bounded operators. Then we show that the operator T 
M + V is an operator with an AC2-functional calculus on L2([0, 1]) and that T 
can be decomposed in a canonical way as in Chapters 3 and 4 as a sum of a 
self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent operator. Of course, T = M + V is 
also a decomposition of T as a sum of a self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent 
operator, but this decomposition is not canonical. Then we conclude the chapter 
by leaving as an open question whether or not every operator T with an AC2-
functional calculus on 7-1 is a sum of a self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent 
operator after highlighting the main obstacle to proving this. 
5.1 Operators with an AC2-Functional Calculus 
on fl 
Let J = [a, b] and let AC2([a, b]) = {f e AC ([a, b]) I flIAc2(J) < oo}, where 
J. 
	
i I 	2\1/2 
AC2(J) 
= ' a 
+ jIfII.. 
We shall say that an operator T e 8(7-1) is an operator with an AC2(J)-functional 
calculus if there exist a constant K and a compact interval J = [a, b] such that 
p(T) Il < K 11  p AC2(J)  for all polynomials p. 
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In this section we give an example of an operator Ton L2([O, 1]) with an AC2([O, 1])-
functional calculus, which was inspired by an example due to Ringrose ([34], 
p.631), and which has the decomposition T = A + Q, where A is self-adjoint and 
Q is quasinilpotent and the construction of A is canonical as in Chapters 3 and 4. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1.1. The algebra AC2([a, b]) with the norm II 11Ac2(J) is a Banach 
algebra in which the complex polynomials are dense. 
Proof. Let p,qEAC2([a,b]). Then 
b 
11 pq IAC2(J) 	(Ja 
(pq)I2) 2+11 pq 11. 
b 
(Ja p MIl q 100 
=M pq' +p'q 12 + II p Illl q 1100 
II pq' 112 + II p'q 112 + II P 110011 q 1100 
11 p110011 q' 112 f 11 P' 11211 q ll 	-I- ll p lllI q lI 
(II P 112 + II p 1I00)(11 q' 12 + 11 q 
=11 p IIAC2(J)II q lL4c2(J). 
Thus, II IIAc2(J) is an algebra norm. 
Let {p} be a Cauchy sequence in AC2(J) with respect to the norm 	IlAc2(J), 
i.e., 11 p - p lIAc2(J) — 0 as n, m —* 00, SO 
II Pn Prn 112 + II Pn Prn ll— 0 as n,m -* 
It follows that II p — p' 112 —* 0 and I I p - p ll00 0 as n, m * 00. 
Since II p — p 1100—* 0 as n, m —p oo, there is a continuous function f such that 
p —* f uniformly. Hence, 11 p - f 1100—* 0 as n -* 00. 
Since II p' 1 m 112 —* 0 as n, m —p 0, and L2([a, b]) is complete, there is a function 
g E L2([a,b]) such that pn' —pg in L2([a,b]), i.e., ll 	—g 1I2—*0 asn —* 00. 
Also, since the convergence in L2([a, b]) implies the convergence in L'([a, b]), 
p' -+ g in L'([a, b]), i.e., II p' —g -* 0 as n -* oo, and hencep —* fin AC([a, b]) 
because II pn — f IIAC([a,bI)!~ll P. - f Iloo + II p'7, - g '— 0 as n — oo. Since 
AC([a, b]) is complete and {pTh} is a Cauchy sequence in AC([a, b]) converging 
to f, it follows that f E AC([a, b]) and f' = g E L2([a, b]). 
Therefore, II f lIAc2(J)=ll f' 112 + 11 f 1100< 00, i.e., f E AC2([a, b]), and 
11 Pn — f llAc2J =11 p — 1' 112 + 11 Pn — f 1100 
Hence, p,., -* f in AC2(J). Therefore, AC2([a, b]) with the norm 	llc2n is a 
Banach algebra. 
Now, if f e AC2([a, b]) is given, then f 	L2([a, b]). So there exists a sequence 
{qn} of polynomials such that 
II q—  f' 




= _ fqfl(u)dU±f(b).  
Then Pn  is a polynomial and 
- f 11AC(J) =11 q - f' 112 + II Pn - f ll 
<11 q - f' 112+11 P - f' 11, +l(p - f)(b)I 
=11 q —1, 112 + II Pn — f'lIi 
(1+(b—a)) II q— f' II2 0 asnoo. 
Thus, AC2([a, b]) is the completion of the polynomials with respect to 	IIAc2(J)• 
D 
Let T e B(7-() be an operator with an AC2(J)-functional calculus. Since the 
polynomials are dense in AC2(J), the algebra homomorphism p -* p(T) extends 
by continuity to give an AC2(J)-functional calculus for T such that 
II f(T)  11< K 11 f lIAc2J for all f E AC2(J). 
Now, we give an example of an operator defined on L2([O, 1]) with a contractive 
AC2([O, 1])-functional calculus which can be decomposed in a canonical way as a 
sum of a self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent operator. 
Example 5.1.1. Suppose that T = M + V is defined on N = L2([O, 1]), where 
Mtf(t) = tf(t), and Vf(t) = JO f(s)ds for all f E L2([O, 1]). 
Then the following hold. 
The operator T has an AC2([O, 1])-functional calculus such that 
f(T) IIII f IIAC2UO,1]) for all f E AC2([O, 1]). 
For each ) e R, let YA = {g E L2([O, 1]) : UT(g) c [0, A]}. Then YA is a closed 
linear subspace of H. Let E(A) be the orthogonal projection of 7-1 onto YA. Then 
E(.) is a spectral family concentrated on [0, 1]. 
Define A = f AdE(A) and let Q = T - A. Then A is self-adjoint and Q is a 
Hubert-Schmidt quasinilpotent operator. 
Proof. Let f E L2([O, 1]). Then 
(VMt)(f(t)) = V(tf(t)) 
= fsf(s)ds 
= [sVf(s)] - I (Vf)(s)ds 
= t(Vf)(t) - V 2 f(t) 
= (MV - V 2)f(t). 
Thus, we have 
MV - VM = V 2. 	 (5.1.1) 
Using (5.1.1) we get 
TTh = M + nM 1V for all n E N. 	 (5.1.2) 
Hence, for any polynomial p, 
p(T) =p(Mt ) + p'(M)V. 	 (5.1.3) 
Let f e L2([O, 1]). By (5.1.3) we have 
p(T)f = p(t)f + p'(t)Vf. 
II p(T)f  112II pf 112 + II p'Vf  1121I P 110011 f Il + II p'Vf  112 
But 
j1 





f i c p'(t)2( I i 1.If(s)lds)2dt 
Jo 
Li lP(t)l 2((f 12ds).(f  If(s)I 2ds))2dt 
= f 1p(t)12.(f If(s)I2ds)dt 
=11 f lI f l(t)I2dt 
—Il f 11211 P! II2 
Thus, 
I p(T)f 11211 P Ifll f 112+11 f 11211 P' 112. 
So we have 
11 p(T) 11 <-11 p ll 	+11 p' 112=11 P IlAc2([0,1]). 
Since the polynomials are dense in AC2([O, 1]), we get an AC2-functional calculus 
for T such that 
I f(T) 	f 	c20, 	for all f e AC2([O, 1]). 
Let AC20 = {f E AC2([O, 1]) : f(0) = O} and let U : AC2° - L2([O, 1]) be defined 
byUf=f'. We have, for feAC, 
II Uf  112=111' 1I211 1 llAc2[o,1]<lI f' 112+111' 11,  +lf(°)I < 2 11 f' 112= 2 11 Uf  112. 
If g E L2([O, 1]), then g E L' ([O, 1]), so there exists f e AC([O, 1]) such that f(t) = 
j'g(t)dt and 11 f' 112=11 g 112<  oo. Thus 11 I 11Ac2([0,1])< 00, i.e., f e AC2([O, 1]). 
Clearly, 1(0) = 0. Hence, f E AC21 and Uf = g. Thus, U is onto. Therefore, U 
is an isomorphism. 
Let ]Qt = 	on AC2°. Then, for f E AC20 , 
UIcIf() = Of (0) = tf'(t) + f  
= Mtf'(t) + Vf'(t) 
= Tf'(t) = TUI(t). 
So UMU' = T, i.e., T M. 
For each A e [0, 1], let 
X,, =X([0,A]) ={f e AC a(f) C [0, A]} 
={fEAC :f=0on[A,1]}. 
Then we have 
= X([0,A]) = UX1171, ([0, A]) = UX\  
= Ulf eAC:f=0on[A,1]} 
={f':fEAC and f=0on[A,1]} 
={geL2([0,1]):g=Oon[A,1] and / g=0}. 
Jo 
Let 
Z,={geL2([0,1]) :g=Oon [A,1]}. 
Fix any fo E Z\YA. Then 10 = 0 on [A,1] and o = ffo 0. Let g e Z and 
/3 = 	g, then 
g - 	fo = 0 on [A, 1] and I (g - fo) = 0. 
Thus g - fo E YA, i.e., g e YA + fo. So g e span {fo, YACt }. 
Thus, ZA = span{fo, YA},  i.e., YA is a subspace of ZA of codimension 1. 
Therefore, Y, 	one dimensional subspace = ZA. The orthogonal projection of 
L2 ([0,1]) onto Z is Mx[,,,].  Let E(A)f = X[o,A](f — ff) for  f L2([0,1}) and 
A> 0. We claim that E(A) is the orthogonal projection of L2([0, 1]) onto Y,. 
If  E YA, then f = 0 on [A,1] and ff =0, so 
1A 
E(A)f = X[o,A}(f - — J f) = f. 
Thus, E(A) = I on Y. 
Let f e L2([0, 1]). We want to prove that E(A)f e YA, i.e., E(A)f = 0 on [A, 1] 
and f' E(A)f = 0. 
If t E [A, 1], then X[O,A](t) = 0, so E(A)f = 0 on [A, 1]. 
0 I (E(A)f)(s)ds = f (E(A)f)(s)ds 
A 	 1 
= 







A 	 A 
f(s)ds 
- f f(t)dt =0. 
Thus, E(A)f E Y,, for all f E 1",, and E(A) is idempotent. 
1 
E(A)f 112 = (I E(A)f12) 0 
=  (I
1  







 A 	 A 	A 
12 	+ (f ( 
1
TI I fI)2) 
o "Jo 
1 	A 
II f 112 +(Al fI
2)1  
1 
A2 I  
IIfII2+J fl 0 




II f 112+1 f 112= 2 11 f 112. 
Thus, E(A) is a bounded projection onto YA 
We have 
((E(A))*f,g) = (f,E(A)g) 
1" 





_ f g)dt 
f0 A 
f(t)g(t)dt - (- f f(t)dt)(f g(s)ds) 
A0 	0 
and 




IA f(t))dt - ( f  f(s)ds)(IA dt). 
Thus, (E(A))* = E(A). Therefore, E(A) is the orthogonal projection of L2([O, 1]) 
onto Y. 
Next, we want to show that E(.) is a spectral family concentrated on [0, 1]. 
We have E(A) is an orthogonal projection for each A e R and satisfies the follow-
ing: 
5UP)ER II E(A) 11< 1. 
YA = {g E L2([0, 1]) : cYT(g) c [0, All = XT([0, A]) is a local spectral sub-
space of T which is a T-hyperinvariant closed linear subspace of L2 ([0, 1]). 
If Al  <A2, then [0,A1] C [0,A2], so XT([0,  A1]) C XT([0,A2]), soYA1 C Y 2. Hence, 
E(A1)E(A2) = E(A2)E(A1) = E(A1). 
If A <0, XA = {f EAC2° : f =Oon [0,1]} = {0}. SoYA = UXA = {0}. 
So E(A) = 0 for A < 0. 
If A > 1, then XA = {f E AC° : u(f) C [0, 1]} = AC20, so 1",, = L2([0, 1]) and 
E(A) = I. 
If {A} is a decreasing sequence converging to A e R, then {E(A)} is a 
decreasing sequence of orthogonal projections on R = L2([0, 1]). So {E(A)} is 
RR 
pl 
Af(t) = f(t) 
- J 	E(A)f(t)dA 0 
1 
= 1(t) - x[o, ](t)f(t)dA + 
0 	 0 
= f(t) - it f(t)dA +( 
f 
= f(t) —(1 —t)f(t)it 
A 	
0 
= tf(t) +f( 	
JO 
f(u)du)dA 
= (Mt f)(t) + (Kf)(t). 
pA 
X[OAJ(t)( 1 J f)dA 
f(u)du)dA 
f(u)du)dA 
strongly operator convergent to the orthogonal projection onto 
n 1 E(A)(?- ) = flOO 1Y,\ 
= fl =lXT([O, An]) 
= XT(fl l [O, A,]) 
= XT([O, A]) 
=YA. 
Hence, limA + E(A)x = E(A)x for all x E R. 
(5) If {A} is an increasing sequence converging to A, then {E(A)} is an 
increasing sequence of orthogonal projections on H. So {E(A)} is strongly oper- 
ator convergent to the orthogonal projection of 7-1 onto U 1E(A)7-1 = U 1Y. 
Hence, limxA- E(A)x exists for all x E H. 
Therefore, E(.) is a spectral family on 7-1 = L2([O, 1]) concentrated on [0, 1]. 















Fix f E L2([0, 1]). Then for almost all t, 
So A = M + K, where 




fA)du ± f(f f(u)dA)du 




= f k(t, u)f(u)du, 
and 
k(t,u) I-mt if0<u<t<1 = 	- - - 
1_h11u ifO<t<u<1. 
Thus, setting Q = T - A, we have 
T=M+V=A+Q=M+K±Q. 
Hence, V = K + Q, i.e, Q = V - K. So we have 
(Qf)(t) = (V - K)f(t) 
ft 	11 





= / f(u)du—(/ (—lnt)f(u)du+ 	(—lnu)f(u)du) 
Jo 	Jo  
it 
l  






Ii + in t 
q(t,u) = imnu 
if 0 < 'u < t <1 
if 0< t < u <1. 
Then, after some calculations, we get 
11 q = f f q(t, u)l 2dudt = < 00. 
So Q is a Hubert-Schmidt operator. Thus, Q is compact. So, if c E u(Q) and 
0, then c is an eigenvalue of Q. 




(1 +lnt) /f(u)du +(lnu)f(u)dtt = cif(t). 	(5.1.4) 
Jo  
Thus we can take f to be continuous and hence differentiable by (5.1.4). Differ-
entiating (5.1.4) with respect to t, we get 
f
f(u)du + tf(t) = atf'(t) 	 (5.1.5) 
Differentiating (5.1.5) with respect to t, we get 
atf"(t) + (a - t)f'(t) - 2f (t) = 0. 	 (5.1.6) 
Solving (5.1.6), we get 
f(t)=ao 00 n+ltnt = ao(— + 1)e. 
ann! 	a n=0 
Then, after some calculations, we get a0 = 0, so f = 0. Therefore, a(Q) = {0}, 
i.e., Q is quasinilpotent. 	 L 
5.2 Future Work 
In this final section we shall consider whether the idea of Example 5.1.1 can be 
extended to any operator with an AC2 (J) -functional calculus. So we ask the 
following question. 
Question 5.2.1. If T is any operator on 7-1 with an AC2 (J) -functional calculus, 
then is it true that T = A + Q where A is self-adjoint and Q is quasinilpotent 
such that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent? 
If we adapt (as we did in Example 5.1.1) the method we used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1.1 which shows that every well-bounded operator can be de-
composed as a sum of a self-adjoint operator and a quasinilpotent operator, 
we find that in general all the proof will work except the last step of making 
II (A - s)' lAC2([OJ)  small enough in order to be able to prove that Q is 
quasinilpotent. So we ask why the decomposition process works in the M + V 
case? However, the proof that AQ - QA is quasinilpotent will work exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 as we did not use any AC norm in that part of the 
proof. 
It is also of interest to note that our main motivating example T = M + V is 
not a well-bounded operator on L2([0, 1]). 
We finish the thesis with the following: 
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Question 5.2.2. Consider the Cesaro operator C on £2  defined by 
xl +x2 x1+X2+x3 
C({x})={xi, 2 
7 3 
Does there exist an operator M on £2  given by 
M({x}) = {c i xi , a2x2, a3x3  ....... } 
such that M + C is an operator with an AC2-functional calculus? 
Question 5.2.3. Under what conditions is the sum of a self-adjoint operator and 
a quasinilpotent operator on a Hubert space an operator with an AC2-functional 
calculus? 
Question 5.2.4. We shall say that an operator T E B(fl) is an AC2-operator if 
T = A+ iB where A and B are two commuting operators on 7-1 with real spectrum 
and AC2-functional calculi. 
The new class of AC2-operators is larger than the class of AC-operators. 
To what extent is the decomposition T = A + iB unique? 
Can we decompose any AC2-operator into a sum of a normal operator and a 
quasinilpo tent? 
Does an AC2-operator have an appropriate AC2-functional calculus on the 
smallest rectangle in C containing its spectrum? 
What other properties we can extend from AC-operators to AC2-operators? 
Question 5.2.5. Consider the class of operators T e B(fl) of the form T = eiA 
where A is an operator on 7-1 with an AC2([O, 27r])) -functional calculus. This 
new class of operators is larger than the class of trigonometrically well-bounded 
operators on H. What are the properties of the operators in this class? Can we 
generalise some of the properties of the trigonometrically well-bounded operators 
to the operators in this class? 
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Notation 
The following notation is used throughout the thesis. 
JR 	the real numbers 
C 	the complex numbers 
N 	the natural numbers 
X 	a complex Banach space 
a Hubert space 
T 	a bounded linear operator 
TY 	the restriction of T to Y 
T/Y 	the operator induced by T on the quotient space 7i/Y 
T 	the unit circle 
X* the Banach space of continuous linear functionals on the Banach space X 
(x, x*) 	the linear functional x e X*  evaluated at x E X 
13(X) 	the space of bounded linear operators on X 
o(T) 	the spectrum of T 
p(T) 	the resolvent set of T 
PT(X) 	the local resolvent of T at x 
cYT(x) 	the local spectrum of T at x 
XT(F) 	a local spectral subspace of 71 
a(T) 	the point spectrum of T 
o(T) 	the continuous spectrum of T 
r(T) 	the residual spectrum of T 
r(T) 	the spectral radius of T 
-57 	the closure of a set a 
the family of Borel sets of a 
XU 	 the characteristic function of a set a 
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BV(J x K) 	the space of functions of bounded variation on J x K 
AC(J x K) 	the space of absolutely continuous functions on J x K 
AC(T) 	the space of absolutely continuous functions on T 
L'(, EQ , p) 	the space of equivalence classes of p-integrable Eç-measurable functions 
ep 	L(F, Er, ), where F is a discrete set and i({'y}) = 1 for every 'y e F 
the space L(F) where F = N 
fP the space L(F) where F = 11, 2,•• , n} 
L(F, Er, ii), where F is a discrete set and u({yk}) = Wk for Yk  E F 
where w = {Wk}kEf 
LP see p.15 
L°°(1, En , p) the space of equivalence classes of essentially bounded >I ç2-measurable 
functions 
LOO the set of bounded measurable functions on a measure space (A, >A) 
B a a-complete Boolean algebra of projections on X 
M(f0) the cyclic subspace determined by fo 
clm S the closed linear span of 5, where S is a subset of a Banach space X 
E V F E + F - EF with range clm{EX, FX} 
E A F EF with range EX fl FX 
SVEP 	 single-valued extension property 
TP 	 I (p(A)E(dA) 
M 	 the multiplication operator by 
d(X,Y) 	inf{l T 11 T' II: T: X -* Y is invertible} 
where X and Y are Banach spaces 
Condition(*) 	see p.18 
L() 	L11(v) 	L°(p) is isomorphic to L°(v) 
T 	 T is similar to Mçc, 
an 
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